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ABSTRACT
ESSAYS ON THE EFFECT OF POLLUTION AND WEATHER ON BEHAVIOR
By
BO LIU
August 2017
Committee Chair: Dr. Garth A. Heutel
Major Department: Economics
Pollution, extreme weather, and global warming have become increasingly important in
today’s society. This dissertation examines these topics in three chapters, analyzing the effects of
pollution and environmental factors on human behavior.
The first chapter uses a dataset of unique daily crimes in the U.S. to unveil the
relationship between weather/pollution and the crime rate for seven major U.S. cities. The results
reveal that temperature significantly affects both violent and property crime rates. The rate of
violent crime is lower on extreme and unpleasant weather days (i.e., when the temperature is
above 99°F) in comparison to good or unremarkable days. There is little evidence on how air
pollution affects the crime rate by using fine particulates (PM2.5) and coarse particulates
(PM10). However, pollution does have an effect for crime if the area of analysis is located closer
to an operated toxic release facility.
The second chapter examines how weekly hours worked by individuals vary with respect
to snowfall in 265 metropolitan areas (about 75% of the US workforce) over the years 20042014. The results reveal that working hours are significantly affected by snow events, with
magnitudes varying by types of workers, types of employment (class of worker, occupation, and
industry), and regions. Overall, each average daily inch of snowfall, during a Current Population

Survey (CPS) monthly reference week, reduces working hours by about 1 hour. Snow storms
reduce weekly hours worked considerably more among construction workers and in the South
than elsewhere in the U.S.. We find little evidence that hours lost from large snowfalls are
“made-up” in subsequent weeks.
The third chapter investigates whether housing age, which has been missing in the
conventional environmental justice literature, has an impact on the distribution of households in
a pollution area. Income and race were believed to be predominant factors that affect the location
choices of individuals. By controlling for this additional housing age variable in the conventional
model, I examine which factor, income or race, is affected most. The results indicate that older
houses are located closer to pollution sites. Additionally, once I control for the housing age, the
marginal effect of income declines significantly, approximately by 50%. The effect on race was
insignificant in empirical analysis.
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CHAPTER 1. BAD WEATHER, SAFE DAY? THE EFFECT OF WEATHER AND
POLLUTION ON CRIME
I. Introduction
Global warming has been an urgent topic in the 21st century, and extreme weather has
become an increasingly important topic due to the increases in greenhouse gases and changes in
air pollution over time.1 On August 3, 2015, President Obama and the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) announced the Clean Power Plan, the first federal regulation to impose a limit on
power-plant carbon emissions. This plan aims to change how Americans make and consume
energy and to ease climate change. Extreme weather conditions that are the by-product of
pollution and greenhouse gases have become an important factor that affects people’s daily
activities. Both pollution and extreme weather conditions influence crime rates to a certain
degree. It is important to understand the extent to which weather conditions and pollution levels
can affect crime rates to better manage the allocation of limited resources. Effectively utilizing
limited law enforcement resources is not only useful for reducing government expenditures and
the opportunity cost for certain types of crime, but it also helps to build good police-community
relations and increase accountability within the agencies.
The purpose of this chapter is to estimate how two types of environmental conditions –
weather and pollution – affect crime rates. I obtain a rich set of data from different sources. For
example, the daily climatological information comes from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).Tthe pollution data, which include daily particulates
information and Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) information, come from the EPA. The daily
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Most forms of air pollution have sharply improved due to the stricter regulation. The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency has documented the National Emissions Inventory (NEI) Air Pollutant Emissions Trends Data.
Except for PM2.5 and NH3, which increased between 2004 to 2014, other forms of air pollution have declined; for
details, please see http://www.epa.gov/ttn/chief/trends/.
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crime data come from a population crime mapping website called spotcrime.com. And other
necessary variables that are relevant to this project come from the Census Bureau.
I implement two main techniques based on two factors. For the weather and pollution
analysis, I perform fixed-effects estimation on city-day levels, including various controls. In this
analysis, the outcome variable is the daily crime rate (including violent crime and property
crime), and the main regressors are temperature and pollution variables (particulate matter
PM2.5 and PM10). For a robustness check, I also divide the temperature into different bins and
regress all the bins compared with the most pleasant bin, which is 70°F to 79.99°F. Because the
monitor's data will likely be endogenous due to the measurement errors, the DID estimation is
applied for the analysis of TRI. In this method, the site-year level data is used to compare crime
rates within different perimeters in a neighborhood a year before and a year after operating (or
stop operating) a TRI site. The outcome variable will be the total crime counts in the area.
Although many disciplines have examined the relationship between crime and weather
conditions, the economics literature contains few such studies. Two examples are Baron and Bell
(1976) and Anderson, Deuser and DeNeve (1995), who report that weather plays a significant
role in crime activities. However, interest in this topic has been greatly enhanced since those
results were reported.2 The impact of air pollution on various outcomes has also been studied,
but few studies focus on the crime rate. In one recent working paper, Herrnstadt and Muehlegger
(2015) compare changes in crime rates across two different sides of an interstate highway.
This chapter makes two primary contributions. First, most previous works have used
aggregate annual, quarterly or monthly data. Although weather data have long been available at
the daily level, the collection of daily crime data has been very challenging. In addition, using

2

Please see Barraclough & White (1978); Petridou et al. (2002); Lambert et al. (2003); Krug et al.(1998); Lester
(1986); Deisenhammer (2003).
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aggregate weather data could compromise the precision of the analysis when one is trying to
predict crime rates. For example, monthly weather cannot reflect a special event on a certain day,
and important variability is lost when one derives the daily average temperature over a month.
Therefore, the actual effects may well be attenuated by the use of aggregate weather data.
Second, this chapter attempts to address the rarely studied relationship between air pollution and
the crime rate in the economics literature. It is still a puzzle that what are the environmental
determinates of the crime.
As expected, I find that the crime rate is low on both hot and cold extreme weather days,
which captures the idea that even criminals will forgo committing a violent crime to avoid
extreme weather. The highest violent crime rate occurs at around 99°F. It is worth to notice that
temperature affects both violent crime rate and property crimes, although the evidence is
relatively weak on property crimes. This result is consistent with the previous literature, though
the temperature threshold is slightly different. One possible explanation might be due to the
different unit of the analysis (daily vs. monthly or annual) or to a different way of categorizing
violent crime. On the pollution side, I find little evidence that the violent crime rate increases
with fine particulate air pollution (PM2.5), and the property crime rate decreases with coarse
particulates (PM10). Specifically, PM2.5 has about 0.005 influence on violent crime rate which
translates into 1.3 more cases a day for every 10 units increase of PM2.5 at the mean; while
PM10 increase violent crime rate about 0.006 with additional 1 µg/m3 raise. However, PM2.5
does not show any influence on the property crime rate, while there is a decrease of about 2%
with a 1 µg/m3 PM10 increase, which equals about 5.18 more cases for every 10 units increase of
PM10 at the mean. Difference-in-difference analysis indicates a strong evidence that the total
number of crime is higher in the closer area of the TRI sites when it is operating. The
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incremental number of crime depends on the comparison buffers as well as cities. It varies from
about 800 a year to 2,200 a year.
The rest of chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the literature on the
weather effect and pollution effect on crime, respectively. Section 3 presents detailed
information about the data sources, including data on crime, climatology, particulates, the Toxic
Release Inventory (TRI) and other relevant data. Section 4 presents the econometrics models
used in this chapter, and Section 5 presents the summary statistics and results, followed by
discussion. Section 6 concludes.
II. Literature Review
There is a long history of literature focused on the relationship between criminal activity
and the surrounding environment in criminology, sociology, and economics. However, few
papers in economics have studied the relationship between pollution and crime. This chapter
contributes a new perspective on both the adverse effect of weather on crime (both violent crime
and property crime) and the impact of pollution on crime.
II.A. Weather and Crime
The first paper to document the accumulated previous literature on crime and weather
was done by Cohn (1990). The paper suggests that daily or hourly analysis is stronger than yearto-year shifts, and it also points out that some theoretical research on the weather effect on crime
- such as the situational approach, rational choice theory, and routine activities theory3 - suggests
that weather could be an important variable affecting the crime rate. Both the situational
approach to crime and rational choice theory suggest that personal crises, events, and conditions
are important motivators for an offender to commit a crime. Although Cohn (1990) differentiates

3

For details, please see Clarke, 1980; Clarke, 1983; Clarke R. V., 1995; Cornish & Clarke, 1985; Cornish & Clarke,
1987; Cornish & Clarke, 2003; Clarke & Felson, 1993; Cohen & Felson, 1979.
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between the different types of crime, he omits weather conditions, other than sunlight, from the
model, which may reduce the model’s power to explain and predict crime. Routine activities
theory explains the reasons that crimes occur, suggesting that each individual’s behavior follows
a certain routine that will be repeated over time. For example, on a pleasant weather day, people
tend to do more outdoor activities. Thus, this pattern will increase personal interaction with
potential victims on the street, as well as possible property crimes due to houses or apartments
being unoccupied. Conversely, inclement weather, such as extreme cold or heat, will reduce
property crime incidents since people tend to stay at home and be off the street.
In addition to the main theories mentioned above, there are other models that indicate a
significant link between weather and crime. For instance, the Negative Affect Escape Model
(Baron & Bell, 1976) indicates that violent behavior will increase as the temperature rises to a
certain point, but then decrease beyond that point, due to the change in people’s motivation
(escaping from the heat). The General Affective Aggression Model (Anderson, Deuser, &
DeNeve, 1995) takes many factors into account, including temperature. This model starts with
the acute situational variables that can determine a person’s state of cognition, arousal, and
affective state; it then examines how temperature eventually affects a person’s behavioral
choices. The authors find a linear relationship between temperature and state hostility and hostile
cognition with no turning point.
It is widely believed that “bad weather can precipitate negative emotional responses”
(Garzino, 1982). The connection between the suicide rate and weather is also well studied
(Barraclough & White, 1978; Petridou et al., 2002; Lambert et al., 2003; Krug et al., 1998;
Lester, 1986; Deisenhammer, 2003). There is also a literature investigating the relationship
between the economic cycle and the social suicide rate (Pierce, 1967). The relationship between

5

weather and crime did not draw attention until the 1960s, after a series of riots in the United
States. The riots sparked the idea that a main causal factor was the summer heat. A report
published by the Kerner Commission strengthened the belief. It demonstrated that the majority of
riots in 1967 began on days when the temperature was over 80°F (Kerner Commission, 1968).
Butke and Sheridan (2010) investigate the relationship between weather and crime by
focusing on Cleveland, Ohio from 1999 through 2004. They find that aggressive assaults happen
mainly in the summer rather than in the winter, and the majority of cases occur around midday or
early evening when the weather gets hotter.
Anderson (1987) looks at violent and nonviolent crimes annually across the entire United
States from 1971 to 1980. He finds that “a year with 10 more ‘hot days’ (maximum temperature
≥ 90°F) than normally produced about 7% more” violent crimes, such as murders, rapes, and
assaults. In a second study, using 260 cities across the United States in 1980, Anderson (1987)
examines whether hotter cities have higher violent crime rates. He calculates the number of ‘‘hot
days,’’ “cooling degree days” (temperature is around 65°F) and ‘‘cold days’’ (maximum
temperature ≤ 32°F).4 The results show that hot days and cooling degree days are positively
correlated with the amount of violent crime, while cold days are negatively correlated with
violent crime.
Although Butke and Sheridan (2010) used the daily level crime data, their study only
includes one city. I am using daily level data for seven cities across 11 years which is one of the
main contributions of this chapter.

4

Cooling degree day is defined as the amount of cooling needed to maintain a comfortable base temperature of
18.3 °C,65 "F)
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II.B. Pollution and Crime
A growing body of research is focused on the adverse impact of air pollution on the
outcomes of individuals in both the short run and long run. Some studies involve the toxic effect
of air pollution on adult and infant health (Beatty & Shimshack, 2014; Currie, et al., 2015;
Currie & Walker, 2011; Schlenker & Walker, 2015; Barreca, et al., 2015). Other studies find that
air pollution reduces productivity and labor market participation (Hanna & Oliva, 2015; Zivin &
Neidell, 2012; Chang et al., 2014); impairs short-run cognition and leads to lower test scores
(Lavy, Ebenstein, & Roth, 2014); and causes behavior disorders (Moretti & Neidell, 2011; Zivin
& Neidell, 2009; Rotton & Cohn, 2000). But none of these studies estimate the effect of
pollution on crime.
A recent working paper by Herrnstadt and Muehlegger (2015) investigates how air
pollution (by looking at the wind-blow direction) affects the crime rate. By comparing the two
sides of a major interstate highway on a day when the wind blows orthogonally to the direction
of the interstate, the authors find that there is a three-percentage point increase in violent crime
on the downwind side and no effect on property crime.
III. Data Description and Summary Statistics
III.A. Crime data
The crime data I collect is from the website www.spotcrime.com from 2004 through
2014 in seven U.S. major cities: Atlanta, Chicago, Los Angeles, New York City, Philadelphia,
St. Louis, and Washington D.C. The data in SpotCrime come from police departments, news
reports, and user-generated content. The advantage of this website is that it provides daily crime
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data. Unlike uniform crime report (UCR) which is offer the annual aggregate data, this website
offers the real-time detailed information includes the type of crime, date, time, and location5.
However, the disadvantage of these data is their sometimes-questionable reliability. Since
parts of the data come from site users and new reports, the sources may not always capture the
actual number of crimes, although the website claims that its “goal is to provide the most
accurate, timely geocoded crime information to the public.” To test its reliability, I use the
aggregated crime reports from the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) for the research period.
Although the FBI Uniform Crime Report (UCR) offers only yearly reports, it provides a good
reference standard to match against the data from SpotCrime.
The types of crime include: Theft, Burglary, Robbery, Assault, Arson, Shooting,
Vandalism, and Arrest. Each crime classification is described on the website.6 If multiple crimes
occur, only the crime determined to be most severe is coded.
According to spotcrime.com and its official blog website, the website “[does its] best to
get the data directly from the police department or city, but some are not as open with their data
as others.” Spotcrime has graded 50 major cities on three levels of transparency with crime data.7
Four out of seven cities (Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and Washington D.C.) in this study
are graded as “2,” which means that the city is open with its crime data. All the data are free to
the public, in a readable format and up-to-date; there is no restriction on registration, licenses or
fees associated with the information. Atlanta has been graded as “1,” which means that the city
has published crime data, but it is incomplete or out of date and in a hard-to-read format (PDF or
Word file). New York City has been graded as “0,” meaning that the “city does not post any feed

5

For snapshots of website, please see appendix 1.
For the detailed definition, please see http://spotcrime.com/help.php
7
http://blog.spotcrime.com/2013/10/crime-data-transparency-ranking-50-us.html
6
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available to the public. Or, most of the time, the city has given access to a vendor who then
places restrictions on the information.” St. Louis was not graded.
I chose these seven cities for three reasons. First, I wanted to cover the four main regions
of the United States. These seven cities cover the West (Los Angeles), the Midwest (Chicago and
St. Louis), the South (Atlanta and Washington D.C.), and the Northeast (Philadelphia and New
York). Second, I wanted to include different-sized cities. While the more-populated large
metropolitan cities might be expected to have the most crime (such as Atlanta, ranking #6), the
top crime city may not necessarily be the biggest city. For example, St. Louis, ranks #2 among
“the 10 most dangerous U.S Cities,” based on the FORBES website.8 The third reason is data
availability.9 Although spotcrime.com offers a good opportunity to obtain these data, as I
mentioned before, not all the cities are willing to offer them to the website.
Based on the records from spotcrime.com and Uniform Crime Report (UCR), two
sources use different methods to categorize the different types of crimes. There are, in total, eight
crimes listed in the UCR records: murder, rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larcenytheft, motor vehicle theft and arson. These eight types of crime are further categorized into two
major types: violent crime and property crime. Violent crime includes the first four types of
crime, and property includes the last four.
The nine-type crimes in spotcrime.com are also categorized under the two major
headings of violent and property crime. Violent crime includes assault, robbery, and shooting,
and property crime includes arson, burglary and vandalism10.

8

http://www.forbes.com/pictures/mlj45jggj/2-st-louis/
By November 2015, there were more than one million subscribers, 200 million reports annually and over 40
million people interacting with the SpotCrime mapping site, which makes it the most comprehensive and most
visited online crime source in the world. http://blog.spotcrime.com/2015/11/spotcrime-surpasses-1-million_19.html
10
The arrest and other was excluded because the definition from the website is vague.
9

9

Due to UCR’s and SpotCrime’s different methodologies and definitions, I cannot
compare across each category in both sources (it is comparable for few categories such robbery,
burglary, arson). However, I am able to compare the two major crimes (violent crime and
property crime) because of the two sources group the types of crimes in a very similar manner.
Also, because UCR for 2014 contains data only from January to June, and the SpotCrime data
did not cover all cities in certain years due to the availability, I will focus on the years 2008 to
2013. Figure 1 presents the results.
Looking at the total number of violent crimes and property crimes, SpotCrime and UCR
present similar numbers, with SpotCrime’s numbers being somewhat smaller. For example, UCR
contains more records of property crime for Atlanta, Chicago, Los Angeles, and St. Louis; only
two years in Philadelphia and one year in Washington D.C. have fewer reports in UCR (about
30% fewer in Philadelphia in 2009 and 50% fewer in Washington D.C. in 2008). Figure 1
depicts this pattern by color, with each color representing a city. It is very easy to tell that the
number of property crimes is very close between UCR and SpotCrime because the height of
colored bars is very similar over the period. In this way, property crime in SpotCrime acts like a
subset of UCR. Although it is not perfect due to some fuzzy records from individual reporters,
this is the best daily level crime data that I can obtain. Although the violent crime rate is
relatively close to the two sources, there tend to be more records in SpotCrime, especially in the
city of Chicago. This might be due to the fact that SpotCrime is so user-friendly that the crime
may be reported more than once.
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Again, these crime data share common problems – self-reporting, as in the previous
literature. For example, as stated above, the data might be over-reported due the nature of the
website and user app. Although the sources are mainly from police departments, based on the
website blog, there is nothing stopping multiple individuals from witnessing and reporting the
same crime11. However, this might also fill the gap created by victims who are likely to underreport a crime due to personal sensitivity. Each record of activity reflects just a report rather than
an committed crime. Also, even though the SpotCrime website works closely with local media
for information, the actual data are provided by the local law enforcement agencies, such as the
Atlanta Police Department.12 Also, SpotCrime is the only crime mapping website that separates
shootings from assaults, assigning shootings a separate icon.
III.B. Weather data
The weather data are from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA). Dating back to 1807, NOAA provides comprehensive data from “the surface of the sun
to the depths of the ocean floor.” The National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI)
have integrated three data centers (The National Climatic Data Center, The National Geophysical
Data Center and the National Oceanographic Data Center) and provide comprehensive historical
data on ocean, atmosphere, and geography.
I use one of the datasets in NCEI called Global Historical Climatological Network-Daily
(GHCN-Daily) (Menne, Durre, Vose, Gleason, & Houston, 2012). The dataset integrates daily
climate observations from approximately 30 different data sources. Among the variables
presented by GHCN-Daily, the meteorological elements that I use in this research are daily
maximum and minimum temperature, precipitation, and average wind speed for the years 2004

11
12

For snapshots of website and apps, please see the appendix 1 and appendix 2.
http://blog.spotcrime.com/2010/03/atlanta-burglaries-in-2010.html
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through 2014. Precipitation is measured as tenths of millimeters, and temperature is in
Fahrenheit degrees to tenths.
The available analysis units in the GHCN-Daily range from countries, states, counties,
cities, and zip codes, to climate divisions, climate regions and hydrologic units. I choose cities as
the unit of analysis. However, the city boundaries tend to be Metropolitan Statistical Areas
(MSA) or Core Business Statistical Areas (CBSA), which are considerably larger than the actual
city boundaries in the crime dataset. Thus, to keep the data precise, I use Geographic Information
System (ArcGIS) software to identify the monitors only inside the city limit. Each city includes
multiple stations. The average temperature in Fahrenheit is calculated by the sum of the average
maximum temperature and the minimum temperature for each station and then the sum of the
average all stations. Precipitation and wind speed are determined by the same procedure.
III.C. Pollution data
The particulates daily summary data is from the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) database. The particulate matter (PM) levels I use in this chapter are PM2.5
FRM/FEM Mass (88101) and PM10 Mass (81102)13, and all of the data come from the EPA’s
Air Quality System (AQS). PM10 (aka “inhalable coarse particulates”) includes particles less
than or equal to 10 micrometers in diameter. PM2.5 (aka as “fine particulate”) includes particles
less than or equal to 2.5 micrometers in diameter. PM contains microscopic solids, or liquid
droplet that can be inhaled can cause serious health problems because they are very small in size.

According to the EPA, “EPA scientists conduct methods development research to develop ways of accurately and
reliably measuring these six criteria pollutants in ambient air. These methods - called Federal Reference Methods
(FRMs) - are used by states and other monitoring organizations to assess implementation actions needed to attain
National Ambient Air Quality Standards. FRMs are the “gold standard” of air pollution monitoring systems, and
ensure air quality data collected at different sites are accurate and can be used for purposes of inter-comparison. To
allow innovation and advance new technologies, EPA also reviews, tests, and approves other methods, called
Federal Equivalent Methods (FEMs), which are based on different sampling and/or analyzing technologies than
FRMs, but must be as accurate as FRMs.”
13
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Data for the seven cities are not always available. For example, PM10 data are not
available for New York City from 2006 through 2014, and Atlanta and Washington D.C. do not
have records; PM2.5 data are not available for Chicago from 2011 through 2013, and the records
from 2014 do not include Los Angeles. To make the data consistent across the years, I use the
station monitors that are within 15 miles as proxy stations if the existing stations have no
information or data are not available. For detailed information, see Appendix 3 and Appendix 4.
The daily summary file contains at least one record for a given day, but for some days,
there are multiple records from different monitors. Based on the EPA’s explanation, there are
also other exceptions14.
Each city may contain multiple stations in the area, and for the given day, each station may
have single or multiple records. I simply collapse all records from different stations to get the
average number assigned to that day.
III.D. Toxic Release Inventory: Operating and Non-Operating Data
The Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) database is also established and maintained by the
EPA15 and is publicly available. The TRI was established in 1986 in response to the worst
industrial disaster in Bhopal, India in 1984, which killed or severely injured more than 2000
people. Congress passed the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA)
to help communities plan for emergencies involving hazardous substances and to improve
chemical safety and protect public health and the environment. The EPCRA requires
manufacturing plants (those in Standard Industrial Classifications 2000 to 3999) that have more

“There may be multiple records for the monitor if:1) There are calculated sample durations for the pollutant. For
example, PM2.5 is sometimes reported as 1-hour samples and EPA calculates 24-hour averages; 2) There are
multiple standards for the pollutant (q.v. pollutant standards); 3) There were exceptional events associated with
some measurements that the monitoring agency has or may request be excluded from comparison to the standard.”
http://aqsdr1.epa.gov/aqsweb/aqstmp/airdata/FileFormats.html
15
See EPA (2013) and EPA (2015) for detailed descriptions of the TRI.
14
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than ten full-time employees that either use or produce more than threshold amounts of listed
toxic substances to report releases to the EPA (Currie et al., 2015).
The measurement of toxic emissions in the TRI has been controversial for several reasons
(Bennear, 2008; Marchi & Hamilton, 2006; Koehler & Spengler, 2007). First, there might be a
significant measurement error due to the self-reported data. Second, the incremental coverage of
industries and chemicals over time makes emission level comparisons extremely difficult for the
different time periods. Third, and not least, the change in the minimum threshold over time
makes the number of industries above and below the threshold confusing, even though all those
industries still continuously emit toxic chemicals at a certain level. This will introduce even more
measurement error.
However, the approach I adopt from Currie et al. (2015) only “create[s] a list of all US
‘toxic’ plants by keeping every plant that ever-reported toxic emissions to the TRI in any year.”
This methodology ignores the issues of the self-reported magnitudes and, instead, exploits the
variation introduced by plant openings and closings because plants will be recorded as “toxic” if
they operate regardless if they were not showing on the record last year. Hence, the TRI is still
very useful in this case.
I obtain the street address of each TRI facility from the EPA using the customized search
engine.16 Again, I use city-level data as the search function, except for New York. Five counties
are used to complete the New York City TRI list. I use a facility operation indicator variable as a
proxy to estimate the crime situation around the area. This indicator variable is not available for
all years. One possible reason is that the facility did not reach the EPA report threshold; another
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https://www.epa.gov/enviro/tri-customized-search
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possible reason is that the facility did not operate or operated at a no-pollution level. In these
cases, I consider the facility “non-operating”. There are a total 460 TRI facilities in six cities.17
III.E. Other Variables
To ensure that all other reasonable factors are properly controlled, variables such as
population, population density, sex ratio, age, race, education level, median household income,
unemployment rate, Gini income inequality index, and median house value are gathered from the
American Community Survey 1-year estimate each year. All of these variables affect the crime
rate to some extent. For example, in general, I find that males tend to commit crimes more often
than females; young people (16-35 years old) are more aggressive; African Americans and
Hispanics are more likely to commit crimes than other groups are; more-educated people are less
likely to commit crimes; unemployment will accelerate the crime rate, etc.
III.F. Summary Statistics
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the relationship between total mean violent and property crime
counts among all cities by year by month.18 Overall, in Figure 2, violent crime and property
crime increased over the study period for all cities. Compared to violent crime, property crime is
about more than two times higher and indicates a strong inverse “U” shape pattern for each year.
Crimes tend to occur more in summer and less in winter.

17

The city of St. Louis is eliminated from the sample because it contains only one TRI facility that operated
continuously during 2004 – 2014.
18
The crime variable I used in the chapter is calculated as crime rate measured by crimes divided by 100,000
populations. Here I use counts to illustration the simply relationship between crimes.
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Figure 2: The Total number of violent and property crime by month of year
All 7 cities, 2008 - 2014
The average mean monthly temperature by year shows that there are days in summer over
80°F depicted in Figure 3. During the summer, there is also many days’ maximum temperature
over 95°F (about 2.5% of data in all cities). The mean monthly precipitation by year is relatively
constant; it fluctuates between 0.05 inches and 0.25 inches over the time in all cities with the
peak in the summer or falls in Figure 4. In the meanwhile, Figure 2 shows that during the
summer, crime on certain days dropped. Hence, without the formal regression analysis, I still
suspect that, in a general sense, higher temperature is associated with more crime cases till the
temperature is beyond the comfort zone for daily activities; both extreme side of temperature
(either too hot or too cold) will decrease it. This is consistent with findings in the previous
literature that weather and crime create an inverse “U” shaped relationship.
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Figure 3: Summary statistics for temperature by month of year
All 7 cities, 2008 - 2014

Figure 4: Summary statistics for precipitation by month of year
All 7 cities, 2008 - 2014
18

Figures 5 and 6 show the statistics of PM2.5 and PM10 over 11 years’ period. In all the
cities in this study, overall air quality has improved through the years. The monthly mean value
of PM2.5 fluctuates from 7 to 20 micrograms per cubic meter of air (µg/m3), while the monthly
mean value of PM10 fluctuates from 15 to 40 micrograms per cubic meter of air (µg/m3). Both
PM2.5 and PM10 show a tendency to be higher in summer. This trend illustrates that air
pollution is likely to have a negative relationship with crimes.

Figure 5: Summary statistics for PM 2.5 by month of year
All 7 cities, 2008 - 2014
Table 1 displays the summary statistics of all variables from 2007 through 2014. By
looking at demographic, the population varies across cities, with the smallest population being in
St Louis—approximately 300,000 people—and the largest population in New York City—about
8,500,000 people. The percentage of males is slightly higher than female at about 3%. The
composition of race is predominately White (35%) and Black (37%), Hispanic (20%), and
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Others, which includes Native American, Asian, Pacific Islander and two more races, account for
9%.

Figure 6: Summary statistics for PM 10 by month of year
All 7 cities, 2008 - 2014
The American Community Survey (ACS) in the Census contains 12 different age
groups,19 which I combine into three groups: aged 14 and under; ages 15 to 44; and aged 45 and
older. The reason for combining them here is that I believe that the reference group, the 15- to
44-year-olds—is the most aggressive on committing crimes. As we can see, the percentage of the
reference group accounts for about 47% of the overall population.
I also group educational attainment: people who have a high school degree and some
college education are in the group of high school degree owners, while people with a master’s
degree or above are in the professional group.
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The age groups break down into 5-year intervals before age 15 and 10-year intervals between age 25 and age 84.
Between age 15 and age 24, it breaks down as 15 to 17 and 18 to 24. There is also a group consisting of 84-years-old
and older.
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VARIABLES
Demographics
Total Population
Population Density
% of Male
% of Female
% of White
% of Black
% of Hispanic
% of Others
% of 0 - 14-year-old
% of 15 - 44-year-old
% of 45-year-old and over

Table 1: Summary statistics for variables
N
Mean

Standard Error

20,089
20,089
20,089
20,089
20,089
20,089
20,089
20,089
20,089
20,089
20,089

2,588,254
11,240
48.36
51.64
35.04
36.62
19.72
8.627
18.00
47.26
34.75

2,661,527
7,333
1.155
1.155
4.383
15.11
15.26
3.882
1.692
2.630
1.809

Education
% of Less than High School
% of High School Degree
% of Bachelor Degree
% of Bachelor Degree above

20,089
20,089
20,089
20,089

18.14
46.29
20.15
15.42

4.658
6.659
4.201
6.270

Economic Factors
Unemployment rate
Median Household Income
Average Household Income
Gini Index
Median House Value

20,089
20,089
20,089
20,089
20,089

7.458
46,444
72,359
0.530
315,317

1.647
9,128
15,920
0.0257
158,401

Weather Variables
Average High temperature (°F)
Average Low temperature (°F)
Average Temperature (°F)
Average Wind Speed (mph)
Average Precipitation (inches)

16,869
16,892
16,860
11,647
19,524

66.54
48.79
57.67
7.653
0.115

18.93
16.66
17.53
3.766
0.319

Pollution Variables (µg/m3)
Average of PM2.5
Average of PM10

18,284
11,200

11.89
26.30

6.613
14.65

Crime Variables (Per 100,000 residents)
Violent Crime Rate
Property Crime Rate

16,727
16,727

3.604
10.78

3.123
8.945
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For the economics variables, the mean unemployment rate is relatively high at 7.5% due
to the great rescission in the time. The mean Gini coefficient is also higher compared with 2004
at 0.40620. The mean value of median household income is $46,444, while the mean value of
average household income is slight higher $72,359. The median house value is $315,317 in the
same period across cities.
The mean value of the average temperature is about 58°F; the mean value of wind speed
is 7.6 mph, and precipitation is about 0.115 inches at the mean. Average mean values of
pollutants are 11.89 µg/m3 and 26.30 µg/m3 for PM 2.5 and PM10, respectively. For the
dependent variable, we have both rate and log rate for violent crime and property crime.
Table 2: The number of days in each temperature bin
Temperature bins
Below 30°F

# of days

# of Violent Crime

# of Property Crime

1,280 days

75,454

136,947

20°F - 29.99°F

965 days

50,440

94,552

30°F - 39.99°F

1,964 days

81,573

168,589

40°F - 49.99°F

2,347 days

97,149

208,938

50°F - 59.99°F

2,834 days

123,672

293,768

60°F - 69.99°F

3,555 days

162,836

404,838

70°F - 79.99°F

3,841 days

192,041

439,007

80°F and above

1,372 days

56,436

137,810
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http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SI.POV.GINI?end=2013&locations=US&start=1999
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I also create the summary statistics for each temperature bin in Table 2. Initially without a
regression, one can get a hit that both number of violent crime and property crime increase with
temperature; once the temperature reaches 80°F, the number of crimes reach their peak, and
decrease since after. Hence, naively I can presume the crime rate will be low in both tails of
temperature because the extreme temperature will discourage a person committed a crime, while
the pleasant the temperature will cause more crime since there will be more interaction between
individuals.
IV. Methodology
I apply two major methods to exploring the relationship between pollution, weather, and
crime. Since it is still uncertain how pollution affects crime, I start with the following simple
regression:
𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖,𝑑,𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖,𝑑 + 𝛼2 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖,𝑑 + 𝛼3 𝑋𝑖,𝑡 + 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡 + 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖𝑡

(1)

+ 𝜀𝑖,𝑑,𝑡
where the dependent variable is the crime rate 𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖,𝑑,𝑡 , which is defined as the number of
crimes per 100,000 residents in a certain crime category in city i on date d in year t. The weather
variable is the average temperature, and in some specifications, includes wind and precipitation.
The pollution variable includes PM2.5 and PM10 separately. “X” represents the census control
variable. Various fixed-effects (FEs), “𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡 ”, are used to control for city- specific unobservable
and seasonality, including the month-by-year FEs, day-of-week FEs, city FEs, city-by-month-byyear FEs, city-by-year FEs, and week-of-month FEs. These FEs are applied in the different
combination for the analysis.
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Seven types of crime are aggregated into two different categories: violent crime includes
robbery, assault, and shooting; property crime includes theft, burglary, arson, and vandalism.21
The coefficients of interest are 𝛼1 , and 𝑎2 . 𝛼1 captures the effect of weather on crime; while 𝑎2
captures the impact of pollutants on crime.
To extend the identification above, I break down the average temperature into different
temperature bins, as equation (2) indicates. By regressing the crime rate on the average
temperature bins, I try to test how the crime rate varies by the different bins. The intuition is that
the crime rate may vary across the temperature bins; hence, the relationship between the
temperature and crime rate may not be linear.
13

(2)

𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖,𝑑,𝑡 = 𝛼0 + ∑ 𝛼𝑏 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑖,𝑑 + 𝛼2 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖,𝑑 + 𝛼3 𝑋𝑖,𝑡 + 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡
𝑏=1

+ 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑑,𝑡
As illustrated above, the difference is that the independent variables of interest are the
indicators 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑖,𝑑 , defined base on the nine temperate bins in city i on date d. The omitted
category for the baseline specification consists of the days with an average temperature in the
70°F – 80°F degree range.
The first empirical method and its extension may confront measurement error issues. The
weather station monitors and pollution station monitors collect weather and pollution data,
respectively. Sometimes the monitor may have technical issues or simply does not collect the
data on certain days; this will cause measurement error. Also, although the purpose of different
sets of FEs is to control the factors that either are not available or not observable, there still likely

21

Two types of crimes that are very ambiguous, arrested and others, are simply dropped.
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have the omitted variables in the city or smaller areas I cannot control. For this endogenous
issue, I introduce another empirical strategy that is borrowed from Currie (Currie, Davis,
Greenstone, & Walker, 2015) to examine the effect of pollution on crime further.
Instead of city-day level analysis, this strategy focuses on the station-year level. The
benefit of using this DID method, again, is we can eliminate the economic activities that cannot
observe in the smaller areas (1-mile, 2-miles or 3-miles), as well as the measurement errors from
station monitor data. There are four steps to merge all the necessary data by using the ArcGIS
software. First, identify all the TRI sites within each city boundary by using the ArcGIS
software. Second, create three buffers (1-mile, 2-mile, and 3-mile) based on each of the TRI
locations. Third, on the map, pin down the location of each crime committed within the city; last,
spatially join all information before extracting the number of crimes from each buffer zone. The
main focus is on comparing the crime rate of a plant when it operates to when it does not operate
in the different radiuses. Figure 7 shows a snapshot of the map. The green dot indicates each
crime committed in the different locations in the same year; the one purple dot indicates the
location of TRI site, light green area indicates 1-mile buffer and light blue area indicates the 2mile buffer from TRI site.
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Figure 7: Snapshot from ArcGIS: merging crime data, TRI data, and buffers
Equation (3) indicates the identification mathematically:
𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 = 𝛾0 + 𝛾1 1[𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔]𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛾2 1[< 𝑎 𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑒]𝑖,𝑗
(3)
+ 𝛾3 1[𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔]𝑖,𝑡 ∗ 1[< 𝑎 𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑒]𝑖,𝑗 + 𝜂𝑖,𝑡 + 𝜏𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑗,𝑡
where 𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 denotes the total number of crimes near plant site i, within distance group j22 in
year t. 𝜂 is station fixed-effect, and 𝜏 is year effect.
The street addresses from spotcrime.com do not come with exact information due to
privacy concerns; rather, each of crime record shows the street and block information, such as
“2700 block of W 21st St” in Chicago. Although this information cannot capture the precise

22

In the study, there are three groups: 1-mile, 2-mile, and 3-mile. I compared 1-mile with 2-mile, 2-mile with 3mile, and 1-mile with 3-mile; hence, “a” = 1, 2 in the equation.
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street location, it is still accurate enough to be a proxy for the place where the crime occurred. I
used a few ways to convert the addresses.
•

The majority of the addresses named the block - e.g., “2700 block of W 21st St.” so I simply eliminated the “block” from the address. If the information came with
“00 blocks of W 21st St”, I randomly changed the number “00” to any number
between ten and 80.

•

Some of the addresses came with the street number shown as “XX” - for instance,
“35XX W Lexington St.” In this case, I replaced the “XX” with “00.”

•

Others came with a portion of the address without the street suffix. I used Google
Maps to find the actual location and fulfill the information.

I only use four cities to run the difference-in-difference (DID) analysis: Atlanta, Chicago,
Philadelphia and Washington D.C. One reason is the nature of the crime records. While about
98% of crime location the records for these four cities match the map, New York City and Los
Angeles have very fuzzy address records that do not match well (less than 60%). The second
reason for using these four cities is the number of TRI sites. St. Louis is excluded because there
is only one TRI site within the city, and since this TRI was always operating over the study
period, there is no variation for TRI at all. In addition, in certain years, TRI was recorded as
“N/A.” I treat these instances as though the TRI did not operate in those years.
Since many buffer areas overlap each other, some crime records fall into more than one
buffer areas. For example, there are 347,233 unique crime records in Atlanta within 1-mile
perimeter, 150,627 out of these crime records (about 43%) fall into at least one buffer zone.
Among 150,627 crime records, there are 82,144 crime records (about 55%) fall into the area
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more than one plant.23 Hence, these records need to be counted more than one time for my
analysis.
V. Empirical Results
Since the environmental determinants of crime are not clear, I explore the relationship
using different fixed-effects. Table 3 shows the relationship between the violent crime rate and
variable of interest, while Table 4 shows the relationship between the property crime rate and
variable of interest. Each column in the tables represents a separate regression with a set of
fixed-effects, which is indicated by a check mark. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at
the city level. The total number of observations is 6,430 for the first three columns; last column
has a smaller observation number 4,068 due to the data availability on precipitation and wind.
V.A. Violent Crime
There are benefits to using different FEs in the analysis. FEs eliminate the city-specific
unobserved factors over the time. Column (1) in Table 3 shows the relationship between the
violent crime rate and the variable of interest under city FE, with the month-by-year FE. In
addition, because of the advantage of having daily data, I am able to look at variations in the
crime rate on a daily basis. Therefore, day-of-week is also used in the regression in the second
specification. From Figure 2, it is clear that there is a seasonality that follows a month-by-year
pattern; in general, for example, winter has less criminal activity and summer has more. This set
of fixed-effects captures the variation in crime rates across the same month of the year as well as
the same day of the week.
The results indicate temperature plays a significant role. Additional 1°F raises will cause
5% crime rate increases, which can be translated into 1.29 more violent crime case a day at the
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For the full list of the crime records in the different cities, please see appendix 5.
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mean. This result is consistent with the previous literature, though the temperature threshold is
slightly different24. This might be due to the different unit of the analysis (daily vs. monthly or
annual) or to a different way of categorizing violent crime. The crime will get a peak at about
99°F and then decrease.
Table 3: The relationship between violent crime and weather/pollution
(1)
(2)
(3)
VARIABLES
Temperature
Temp Square
PM 2.5
PM 10

0.0529***
(0.0169)
-0.000266
(0.000218)
0.00511*
(0.00268)
0.00100
(0.00605)

0.0534***
(0.0167)
-0.000269
(0.000216)
0.00513*
(0.00282)
0.000891
(0.00592)

0.0366***
(0.0141)
-0.000200
(0.000183)
0.00504*
(0.00258)
0.00623*
(0.00348)

0.0498***
(0.0134)
-0.000123
(0.000181)
0.00186
(0.00277)
-0.00284
(0.00288)
-0.0872**
(0.0338)
-0.0112**

-47.16
(106.0)

-46.43
(106.2)

2.835***
(0.395)

-288.6***
(100.9)

√
√
√

√
√
√
√

Precipitation
Average Wind Speed
Constant

City FE
Month-by-Year FE
Day-of-Week FE
Week-of-Month FE
Month-by-Year-by-City FE
Observations
R-squared

(4)

6,430
6,430
0.377
0.378
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

√
√
√
6,430
0.012

√
√
√
√

4,068
0.127

Note: all the regressions except the column (3) are controlled for census variables, including total population, population density,
percentage of gender with female being omitted, percentage of race with white being omitted, percentage of education level with
less than high school education being omitted, age group with 15-year-old to 44-year-old being omitted, unemployment rate,
median household income (in thousand), income Gini index, median house value (in thousand), and median house value square (in
thousand). Each different set of FE effect has been indicated by “√” mark. The standard error is clustered at the city level.
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Previous literature indicates the turnaround temperature point is about 80°F.
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With regard to pollution, although both pollutants show the positive sign on crime as
expected, there is no remarkable effect of both pollutants on violent crime. PM 2.5 barely captures
the effect at 10% level, indicating 1 µg/m3 raise in PM2.5 will be associated with 0.5% increase in
crime rate which translates into 1.3 more cases a day for every 10 units increase of PM2.5 at the
mean. There may be a payment effect in the different weeks of the month. The rationale behind
this idea is that the crime rate may increase during the last week of the month because people may
run out of money. Therefore, the week-of- month FE is added additionally to the first specification.
However, the results are consistent. I did not find any significant changes.
The third column replaces the city FE, month-by-year FE with month-by-year-by-city
FE. In this set of FEs, instead of looking at the daily crime rate variation, I try to see how the
crime rate is affected by temperature and pollution differences from one day to another in the
same city. Because of the specification, the census variables are dropped due to no variation. The
result on temperature side is still very comparable with first two columns with slightly lower
temperature turnaround point at 92°F. The different is the PM10 shows the similar effect as
PM2.5. While the effect of PM 2.5 is same as before; PM10 barely capture the effect at 10%
level, indicating 1 µg/m3 raise in PM10 will increase about 0.6% crime rate, which is about 1.6
more cases on a daily basis for every 10 units increase of PM10 at the mean. We can roughly say
that the more polluted day, therefore, will lead more violent crime happening. Based on the
previous literature, people tend to become more aggressive when they are exposed to air
pollution (Evans & Jacobs, 1981; Rotton, Frey, Barry, Milligan, & Fitzpatrick, 1979).
The last column I did robustness check by adding wind and precipitation variables into
the equation to examine if the crime rate changes. Both variable negatively correlated with crime
rate, suggesting either higher precipitation or higher speed of wind will decrease the crime rate.
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However, the significance on pollutants is took away. The reason might be the pollutants are
well affected by the precipitation and the wind, both factors will eliminate the effect of pollution
especially air pollutants.
Table 4: The relationship between violent crime and weather/pollution
(separated pollutants)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

VARIABLES
Temperature

0.0506***
(0.0147)
-0.000281**
(0.000120)
0.00525
(0.00553)

Temp Square
PM 2.5
PM 10
Constant

City FE
Month-by-Year FE
Day-of-Week FE
Week-of-Month FE
Month-by-Year-by-City
FE
Observations
R-squared

0.0583***
(0.0148)
-0.000279
(0.000215)

-145.2**
(67.78)

-0.00112
(0.00593)
-22.47
(127.6)

√
√
√

√
√
√

0.0513***
(0.0143)
-0.000287**
(0.000118)
0.00542
(0.00558)

0.0593***
(0.0145)
-0.000287
(0.000211)

-145.2**
(67.91)

-0.00121
(0.00572)
-21.84
(128.0)

√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√

12,492
6,916
12,492
6,916
0.330
0.363
0.330
0.363
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

0.0303***
(0.0111)
-0.000142
(0.000108)
0.0110***
(0.00392)

0.0324**
(0.0142)
-0.000143
(0.000207)

2.303***
(0.398)

0.00674**
(0.00339)
2.965***
(0.330)

√
√
√

√
√
√

12,492
0.009

6,916
0.012

Note: all the regressions except the column (3) are controlled for census variables, including total population, population density,
percentage of gender with female being omitted, percentage of race with white being omitted, percentage of education level with
less than high school education being omitted, age group with 15-year-old to 44-year-old being omitted, unemployment rate,
median household income (in thousand), income Gini index, median house value (in thousand), and median house value square (in
thousand). Each different set of FE effect has been indicated by “√” mark. The standard error is clustered at the city level.

Also for the robustness check, I run the regression use temperature variable with only one
pollutant variable at a time. One reason is the PM10 dataset become smaller over the years;
another reason is there might be cross influent between PM2.5 and PM10 due to the linkage of
the two datasets. Table 4 shows the results.
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Every two columns have the same set of FE with the PM2.5 and PM10, respectively. The
temperature still plays a significant role and has an inverse U-shaped relation with the violent
crime rate in column (1) and (3). The evidence well captures the idea that weather conditions
may prevent violent crime because criminals are less likely to be on the streets or ‘working’
when there is inclement weather and/or because potential victims are less likely to leave home
and be vulnerable. Pollutants variable does not show any effect except last two columns. With
the month-by-year-by-city, day-of-week and week-of-month fixed effect, both pollutants present
a stronger effect on violent crime, separately. An additional unit of PM2.5 increase causes about
1% violent crime rate growth, which is about 1,000 case per day. The effect of PM10 is the same
magnitude with higher prediction power at 5% level.
Table 5: The relationship between violent crime and weather/pollution
(all separated variables)
(1)
(2)
(3)
VARIABLES
Temperature
Temperature Square

(4)

0.0594***
(0.0142)
-0.000322***
(0.000109)

PM 2.5

0.00941***
(0.00357)

PM 10
-138.1***
(35.55)

0.00199
(0.00254)
-156.3***
(50.26)

Constant

-147.1**
(69.32)

Observations
R-squared

13,706
14,793
9,138
0.309
0.248
0.264
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

0.00476
(0.00334)
0.00303
(0.00394)
-146.8***
(38.52)
8,357
0.280

Note: all the regressions except the column (3) are controlled for census variables, including total population, population density,
percentage of gender with female being omitted, percentage of race with white being omitted, percentage of education level with
less than high school education being omitted, age group with 15-year-old to 44-year-old being omitted, unemployment rate,
median household income (in thousand), income Gini index, median house value (in thousand), and median house value square (in
thousand). Each different set of FE effect has been indicated by “√” mark. The standard error is clustered at the city level.
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For a naive check, I also run a regression with temperature and pollutants all separately.
The results are presented in Table 5. Temperature is significant without the pollutants at 1%
level, the peak temperature for violent crime is around 92°F, it is similar results for the monthby-year-by-city results with pollutants. PM2.5 shows a significant positive effect about 0.9% on
the violent crime rate. However, this effect disappears when combining the pollutant together.
PM10 did not show any effect on violent crime in this naive regression.
In summary of the effect of temperature and pollutants on crime, the temperature still
plays a significant role, the results also consistent with previous literature using yearly or
monthly data. The violent crime gets a peak around 92 °F or 99 °F, then it will decline. The
pollutants’ s effect is somewhat weak if we combine PM2.5 and PM10 together. PM2.5 has
about 0.5% influence on violent crime which translates into 500 cases a day, while PM10
increase violent crime rate about 0.6% with additional 1 µg/m3 raise. These effects are at large
magnitude if I separate the pollutant variables with temperature.
V.B. Property Crime
There is no significant impact of pollutants on property crime as table 6 shows.
Temperature shows an effect on property crime in the third and fourth column. The column (3)
indicates within the daily variation in the crime rate in the same city, the property crime reaches
its peak around 64°F. With the different set of FEs so as controlling precipitation and average
wind speed, the magnitude of temperature effect become larger compared with the third column,
however, the turnaround threshold is higher at 106°F. The average wind speed still shows
significant effect; however, the precipitation did not indicate any effect. These results are
consistent with Herrnstadt and Muehlegger (2015)’s work. Pollution tends to affect violent
crime, but not for property crime.
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Table 6: The relationship between property crime and weather/pollution
(1)
(2)
(3)
VARIABLES
Temperature
Temp Square
PM 2.5
PM 10

0.0798
(0.0710)
-0.000417
(0.000703)
-0.00771
(0.0115)
-0.0107
(0.0131)

0.0806
(0.0707)
-0.000422
(0.000699)
-0.00786
(0.0116)
-0.0109
(0.0130)

0.105**
(0.0489)
-0.000822*
(0.000425)
0.00310
(0.00446)
-0.00186
(0.00304)

-21.03
(321.9)

-20.29
(323.3)

7.464***
(1.245)

√
√
√

√
√
√
√

Precipitation
Average Wind Speed
Constant

City FE
Month-by-Year FE
Day-of-Week FE
Week-of-Month FE
Month-by-Year-by-City FE
Observations
R-squared

√
√
√

6,430
6,430
6,430
0.431
0.431
0.005
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(4)

0.0862***
(0.0250)
-0.000405**
(0.000199)
-0.0105
(0.00744)
-0.00575
(0.00556)
0.0639
(0.0609)
-0.0318***
(0.00710)
-546.7
(446.5)
√
√
√
√

4,068
0.118

Note: all the regressions except the column (3) are controlled for census variables, including total population, population density,
percentage of gender with female being omitted, percentage of race with white being omitted, percentage of education level with
less than high school education being omitted, age group with 15-year-old to 44-year-old being omitted, unemployment rate,
median household income (in thousand), income Gini index, median house value (in thousand), and median house value square
(in thousand). Each different set of FE effect has been indicated by “√” mark. The standard error is clustered at the city level.

Table 7 presents the result of the weather with only on pollutants at a time as I did for
violent crime. Again, every two columns are the same set of FEs. Similar to table 6, only the
temperature shows somewhat weak effect. It is shows the inverse U-shape impact on the
property crime as well. The turnaround point of temperature for peak crime rate is at the 68°F
and 65°F separately with PM2.5 or PM10. There is no remarkable effect of pollutants on
property crime. Only PM10 picks weak negative effect on property crime about 2%. That
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translate into about which equals about 5.18 more cases for every 10 µg/m3 increase of PM10 at
the mean. The reason for the negative effect is probably when PM10 spikes people tend to stay at
home, and this behavior will reduce the incentive for a criminal to break in the house or stealing
the property from the homeowners.
Table 7: The relationship between property crime and weather/pollution
(separated pollutants)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

VARIABLES
Temperature

0.0733
(0.0584)
-0.000417
(0.000504)
-0.0105
(0.00891)

Temp Square
PM 2.5
PM 10
Constant

City FE
Month-by-Year FE
Day-of-Week FE
Week-of-Month FE
Month-by-Year-byCity FE
Observations
R-squared

0.0710
(0.0671)
-0.000264
(0.000680)

-334.7*
(201.3)

-0.0218*
(0.0118)
33.48
(376.8)

√
√
√

√
√
√

12,492
0.382

0.0741
(0.0586)
-0.000422
(0.000506)
-0.0104
(0.00916)

0.0724
(0.0664)
-0.000276
(0.000672)

-334.9*
(201.6)

-0.0219*
(0.0114)
34.12
(378.1)

√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√

6,916
12,492
6,916
0.427
0.383
0.427
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

0.0810**
(0.0374)
-0.000599*
(0.000337)
0.00903*
(0.00526)

0.0938*
(0.0490)
-0.000717*
(0.000434)

7.020***
(0.973)

-0.00161
(0.00164)
7.607***
(1.209)

√
√
√

√
√
√

12,492
0.004

6,916
0.005

Note: all the regressions except the column (3) are controlled for census variables, including total population, population density,
percentage of gender with female being omitted, percentage of race with white being omitted, percentage of education level with
less than high school education being omitted, age group with 15-year-old to 44-year-old being omitted, unemployment rate,
median household income (in thousand), income Gini index, median house value (in thousand), and median house value square
(in thousand). Each different set of FE effect has been indicated by “√” mark. The standard error is clustered at the city level.

The last table for property crime rate is table 8 which shows the naive check for the
determinant variable separately. As the same of the most results in the previous two tables, the
temperature did not show any effect on property crime. PM10 indicates a negative effect on
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property rate as column (3) shows when PM10 is the variable of interest. Similar to Table 7
which run the regression with temperature and PM10 together, the property crime rate decreases
2% with 1 µg/m3 raise in PM10, which translate into 2,000 cases on a daily basis.
Table 8: The relationship between property crime and weather/pollution
(all separated variables)
(1)
(2)
(3)
VARIABLES
Temperature
Temperature Square

(4)

0.101
(0.0668)
-0.000624
(0.000531)

PM 2.5

-0.00191
(0.00655)

PM 10
-138.1***
(35.55)

-0.0186**
(0.00896)
-156.3***
(50.26)

Constant

-147.1**
(69.32)

Observations
R-squared

13,706
14,793
9,138
0.309
0.248
0.264
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

0.00392
(0.0176)
-0.0137
(0.0130)
-146.8***
(38.52)
8,357
0.280

Note: all the regressions except the column (3) are controlled for census variables, including total population, population density,
percentage of gender with female being omitted, percentage of race with white being omitted, percentage of education level with
less than high school education being omitted, age group with 15-year-old to 44-year-old being omitted, unemployment rate,
median household income (in thousand), income Gini index, median house value (in thousand), and median house value square
(in thousand). Each different set of FE effect has been indicated by “√” mark. The standard error is clustered at the city level.

In summary, there is not much evidence to capture the impact of temperature or pollution
on the property crime (except the regression with precipitation and wind control). Only weak
effect of PM10 is demonstrating about 2% decrease in the property crime which can be
translated into about 2,000 cases daily.
V.C. Temperature Bins
Table 9 shows the results of the extension of the first regression. In this extension, I
examine how the crime rate reacts to temperature bins and pollution. Therefore, the primary
coefficients of interest from regression (2) are the 𝛼𝑏 terms.
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Table 9: The relationship between crime and bin weather/pollution
(1)
(2)
VARIABLES
Violent crime rate
Property crime rate
Blow 30°F
30°F ~ 39.99°F
40°F ~ 49.99°F
50°F ~ 59.99°F
60°F ~ 69.99°F
80°F above
PM 2.5
PM 10
Constant

Observations
R-squared

-1.468***
(0.355)
-1.036**
(0.380)
-0.831
(0.420)
-0.298
(0.261)
-0.159
(0.140)
-0.0673
(0.158)
0.00643*
(0.00314)
0.000577
(0.00597)
-27.94
(145.9)
6,430
0.692
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

-2.278***
(0.411)
-1.347**
(0.418)
-1.034
(0.615)
-0.0620
(0.437)
-0.167
(0.304)
0.177
(0.473)
-0.00654
(0.0124)
-0.0106
(0.0130)
182.0
(419.7)
6,430
0.703

Note: Both regressions except the column (3) are controlled for census variables, including total population, population density,
percentage of gender with female being omitted, percentage of race with white being omitted, percentage of education level with
less than high school being omitted, age group with 15 to 44-year-old being omitted, unemployment rate, median household
income (in thousand), income Gini index, median house value (in thousand), and median house value square (in thousand). City
FE, month-by-year FE, day-of-week FE, and week-of-month FE are used. The standard error is clustered at the city level.

The coefficients on ten-degree bins of the average temperature bins range from less than
10°F to above 80°F. These coefficients in this specification non-parametrically trace out the
relationship between daily average temperature and the crime rate. The choice of the omitted
temperature bin category is arbitrary, and I omit the bin corresponding to the highest crime effect
in this regression, so that the alphas can be interpreted as a relatively smaller crime rate effect of
a particular temperature range compared with the omitted temperature range.
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Figure 8: The relationship between crime rate and temperature bins and pollution
Note: Figure 8 is based on Table 9’s data, the crime rate is on the vertical axis, and the temperature is on the horizontal axis.
Standard error bars are displayed on each data point for both violent crime and property crime.

Figure 8 provides an illustration of the data in Table 9. Within the city, the violent crime
rate follows a daily fluctuation, with the crime rate peaking at the most comfortable temperature
and decreasing in both extreme temperature tails. The violent crime rate is 2.34 lower than the
baseline when the temperature is below 10°F, while it is 0.06 lower when the temperature is
above 80°F. This suggests a daily fluctuation of the violent crime rate motivated by more than
just temperature variation, as the first regression indicates.
Again, in this extension, pollutants do not show much effect on the crime. Because of the
nature of the data, there might be endogenous issues and measurement problems. That is one
reason that the pollutants do not show much effect. Therefore, the difference-in-difference (DID)
methodology is introduced in next step.
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V.D. Difference-in-Difference
To reiterate the benefits to use DID, there are three reasons. First, it allows me to
compare the effect locally, and it will not be affected by unobserved factors in the same facility
over the years, especially the economics activities we cannot observe in the smaller areas (1mile, 2-miles or 3-miles). Second, it eliminates measurement error issues as well as endogeneity
issue from the self-reporting system of TRI facility since I use only operating or non-operating
factories as a proxy. Third, it will eliminate the factors that are not available in data.

VARIABLES
1 Mile

Table 10: Pool cities Difference-in-Difference analysis
(1)
(2)
(3)
1 mile vs. 2 miles
2 miles vs. 3miles
1 mile vs. 3 miles
-4,508***
(296.8)

2 Miles
Operation
Operate*Near
Constant

Observations
R-squared

-994.2**
(463.1)
795.8**
(383.6)
6,422***
(297.9)

-5,171***
(280.8)
-4,632***
(286.0)
-1,347***
(466.8)
1,204***
(340.6)
7,699***
(320.9)

5,168
9,900
0.303
0.155
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

-1,003**
(414.7)
1,370***
(358.1)
6,336***
(272.2)
9,900
0.191

Note: city FE, station FE, and year FE are used for all regressions. The standard error is clustered at station level.

Table 10 indicate the results of all cities DID data for each comparison group. The
interaction term “Operate*Near” is the variable of interest, which tells how the crime rate varies
in the different areas if TRI sites operate. In the DID, all the crime records are pooled together
rather than differentiate two types of crime25. The results offer strong evidence that when there is

25

There is no much difference if run the regression separately for violent crime and property crime, the pool
estimation result is just the sum of the result of two crimes.
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an operated TRI facility, the closer area to it will be associated a higher crime number. And this
different become ampliative when the comparison area is further away from the facility.
As I mentioned before there might be measurement issue of pollution with the city-day
analysis, that is the reason why the pollution did not present much impact on the crime.
However, once I avoid endogeneity issues, such as measurement errors and self-reporting. The
pollution site does show significant influence on the crime in the nearby area. These results are
especially strong in the larger cities when I investigate the relationship by each city.
Tables 11, instead, break down the date into each city’s result of the DID analysis. There
are three perimeters for each city to test whether TRI operations affect the crime rate. Each box
of the table indicates a city with 1-mile vs. 2-miles comparison, 2-miles vs. 3-miles comparison,
and 1-mile vs. 3-miles comparison. All the data at a TRI-year level from 2004-2014.
There are few findings for Atlanta and Washington, D.C. The results in the upper left and
right did not reveal any significant difference among the different buffers. However, for
Philadelphia and Chicago which is presented in the lower left and right, the crime rate is
significantly higher in the closer buffer of the TRI site. Specifically, in Philadelphia, there are
1,921 more crime case a year within the 1-mile buffer compared with the 2-miles buffer if there
is an active operating TRI facility. This number is smaller at 1,530 more crime cases when
enlarging the comparison buffers to 2-miles vs. 3-miles. When I use 1-mile buffer to compare
with 3-miles buffer, as expected, the extra crime cases become even larger at 2,205.
There is no solid evidence indicates the crime case within 1-mile buffer is higher than 2miles buffer in Chicago, although the sign is still positive. 2-miles vs. 3-miles comparison and 1mile vs. 3-miles comparison show the stronger proof that both 1-mile buffer and 2-miles buffer
demonstrate more than 2,000 crime case are incurred when a TRI is operating in a certain year.
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VARIABLES

1 Mile

Table 11: Four cities Difference-in-Difference analysis
Atlanta
Washington D.C.
1 mile vs. 2 2 miles vs. 1 mile vs. 3 1 mile vs. 2 2 miles vs. 1 mile vs. 3
miles
3miles
miles
miles
3miles
miles
-1,488***
(276.2)

2 Miles
Operation
Operate*Near
Constant

Observations
R-squared

VARIABLES

1 Mile

-2,100***
(298.8)

-107.5
(136.0)
294.0
(296.0)
1,103***
(173.3)

-1,967***
(245.7)
124.8
(192.1)
-80.90
(296.8)
2,084***
(212.3)

10.86
(108.4)
180.0
(340.2)
1,472***
(156.5)

1,144
0.782

1,716
0.731

1,716
0.728

2 Miles

Operate*Near
Constant

Observations
R-squared

-4,980***
(754.2)

-468.7
(716.6)
-255.7
(1,189)
-1,089*
(558.7)

-3,518***
(917.5)
756.7
(665.6)
-1,818
(1,094)
-2,302**
(907.6)

-88.18
(436.9)
-1,101
(1,035)
-2,988***
(629.2)

308
0.731

462
0.648

462
0.694

Philadelphia
Chicago
1 mile vs. 2 2 miles vs. 1 mile vs. 3 1 mile vs. 2 2 miles vs. 1 mile vs. 3
miles
3miles
miles
miles
3miles
miles
-3,996***
(534.4)

Operation

-4,294***
(862.9)

-858.1
(607.3)
1,921***
(584.9)
3,927***
(382.9)
1,210
0.680

-5,242***
(601.5)
-4,490***
(505.6)
-962.6
(824.6)
1,530**
(613.1)
5,822***
(509.8)

-677.8
(677.2)
2,205***
(690.5)
4,576***
(420.7)

-6,363***
(447.5)

-473.8
(315.1)
895.7
(560.8)
8,563***
(244.9)

1,815
1,815
2,506
0.646
0.667
0.650
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

-6,342***
(381.6)
-5,797***
(390.3)
-1,735***
(564.1)
2,027***
(468.9)
9,014***
(408.1)

-1,063**
(485.1)
2,017***
(470.4)
7,269***
(337.1)

5,907
0.223

5,907
0.279

Note: city FE, station FE, and year FE are used for all regressions. The standard error is clustered at station level.

VI. Conclusion and open questions
There are three major results from this study. First, the temperature still plays a
significant role in the daily analysis. Consistent with previous studies that used the aggregate
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data, the temperature still shows an inverse U-shaped relationship with crime. Due to the sample
cities are most in the north, the relationship is relatively weak on the extreme hot tail. The
turnaround point is different for two types of crime. Violent crime will reach its peak at about
99°F, or 92°F depending on the specification. Property crime’s turnaround points are 104°F or
65°F, with and without controlling for precipitation and the wind. The violent crime turnaround
point is much higher than indicated in prior research (80°F).
The second finding is that the violent crime rate increases with pollutants, but the effect is
not remarkable. PM2.5 has about 0.005 influence on violent crime rate which translates into 1.3
more cases a day for every 10 units increase of PM2.5 at the mean; while PM10 increase violent
crime rate about 0.006 with additional 1 µg/m3 raise. The station monitors data reveal little about
the property crime rate except for the weak result about 2% with a 1 µg/m3 PM10 increase,
which equals about 5.18 more cases for every 10 µg/m3 PM10 increase at the mean on a daily
basis.
By using TRI site-year level data in DID analysis, although two cities. Atlanta and
Washington, D.C. do not show any significant change in crime in the three comparisons group,
there is still a strong evidence demonstrates crime number tend to be higher in the closer area of
a TRI facility if it operates in that year in Philadelphia, Chicago, and combined cities analysis.
Hence, spatially an operating TRI facility does affect the crime rate in the area.
There are many important issues that are either directly or indirectly related to this
research agenda. For example, if the crime pattern associated with the weather and pollution, it is
good for policy makers to formulate guidance for law enforcement to utilize the limited resource.
It can help to reduce government expenditures and increase the opportunity cost for committing a
crime, as well as to build good police-community relations and increase accountability within the
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agencies. For the bigger perspective such as to the extent that the new air quality standards
announced by President Obama create an incentive for employers to hire fewer workers due to
the higher cost26 of production, will the resulting higher unemployment lead to more crime?
Although this is only a potential indirect effect of pollution levels on crime, it is important to
investigate further and to move toward correcting the dearth of economics studies of these less
well-known potential determinants of variation in the crime rate.

26

There will be estimated $ 140 billion GDP loss per year through 2040 based on The National Association of
Manufacturers’ analysis. To convert those dollars into actual employment, that means there is about 4 million people
who will lose their job by 2040 – equal to surging the Ohio’s unemployment to 100%, based on an independent
study sponsored by NERA Economics Consulting, a non-partisan research group.
https://energycommerce.house.gov/news-center/idea-labs/equal-putting-every-worker-ohio-out-work
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CHAPTER 2: DOES WINTER WEATHER DECREASE WORK?*

I. Introduction
It is commonly argued that bad weather decreases economic activity. This relationship
has drawn attention from the Federal Reserve Board, among others. For example, in February
2014 the mass media [ (Kurtz, 2014) (Applebaum, 2014) (Park, 2014) (Mui, 2014) (Jeffrey,
2014)] reported a speech by Janet Yellen, Chair of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System. Yellen blamed the absence of economic growth at the beginning of 2014 in part
on the weather.
“… A number of data releases have pointed to softer spending than many analysts had
expected. Part of that softness may reflect adverse weather conditions, but at this point,
it's difficult to discern exactly how much.”
Two months later, Ms. Yellen gave another speech at the Economic Club of New York
when she talked about “Monetary Policy and the Economic Recovery”. She said “The Federal
Open Market Committee's (FOMC) current outlook for continued, moderate growth is little
changed from last fall. … The unusually harsh winter weather in much of the nation has
complicated this judgment, but my FOMC colleagues and I generally believe that a significant
part of the recent softness was weather related.” (Yellen, Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System, 2014). Consistent with this story is the experience of Atlanta during its
“snowmageddon” ice storm in January 2014. Just over two inches of snow paralyzed the ninthlargest metro area in the country. “Thousands of drivers were hopelessly stuck for a second day,
many without food and water, on paralyzed interstates around Atlanta after a winter storm

*
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appeared to take the city by surprise.”27 Although only about 2.5 inches of snow fell, it stranded
a large number of people for hours and made it nearly impossible for persons to use roads the
following two days. According to Politico Magazine, a lousy two inches of snow paralyzed the
movement of 6 million people.
The purpose of this research is to examine the relationship between weekly hours worked
and weather conditions, with the focus on snowfall accumulation. Although researchers in
several disciplines have examined the relationship between weather and outcomes such as
income, labor productivity, time-use, health, etc., the economics literature contains few studies
on how weather affects labor working hours. To the best of our knowledge, the Current
Population Survey (CPS) monthly employment files have not been utilized to examine the
relationship between local area working hours and weather during the monthly CPS survey
reference week. This is surprising given that the CPS contains large, nationally representative
samples of worker reaching back many years in time.
As seen in Janet Yellen’s remarks, economists (and others) believe that extreme weather
events reduce economic activity, sometimes substantially, but that these effects are temporary.
That said, there is little systematic evidence on this relationship. The principal contribution of
this research is to try to enhance our understanding of the link between snow events and working
hours.
As expected, we find that snowfall during a CPS reference week reduces work hours
during that week. The losses in hours worked rise systematically with snow accumulation levels.
The relationship between work hours and snow severity differs systematically across types of

27

Last retrieved was on April 23, 2017. https://usnews.newsvine.com/_news/2014/01/29/22492664-thousands-stillstranded-on-atlanta-highways-after-snow-catches-south-unprepared
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employment, industry, occupation, regions and, to a lesser extent, with respect to the worker or
household demographics.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the literature on weather and labor
related outcomes. Section 3 presents a brief discussion of labor supply theory and the empirical
approach used in this research. Section 4 presents information on the data sources, including data
on labor, climatology and other relevant measures. Section 5 presents descriptive data evidence
on work hours and snow, and Section 6 presents the results, followed by discussion. Section 7
concludes.

II. Literature Review:
Temperature still plays a role in determining workers’ incomes, even though it is widely
argued that individuals and societies in developed countries adapt to environmental conditions in
ways that mitigate the sensitivity of income with respect to weather (Deryugina & Hsiang, 2014).
There is rather limited empirical evidence, however, on the relationship between weather
conditions and work hours. Unusual weather affects consumer activity and the demand for goods
and services, thus affecting labor demand, albeit differently depending on the nature of the work
and the sensitivity of consumer demand to weather conditions. Weather events also affect shortrun labor supply due to direct effects on the mobility and transportation of workers, or through
indirect effects, for example, a parent staying home with a child following a school closure.
Weather can also affect work hours indirectly by changing the relative valuation and
costs of alternative uses of time. For example, good weather may increase the demand for leisure
activities and thus reduce the supply of market work hours, although increasing demand for some
leisure-related activities, in turn, increases demand for work hours among employees in
businesses catering to such demand.
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A growing body of research applies various methodologies to examine the impact of
temperature, precipitation, air pollution and windstorms on economic outcomes. These studies
focus on how changes in weather over time in given spatial areas affect outputs of agriculture
and industries, labor productivity, time-use, energy demand, health, conflict, and economic
growth (Dell, Jones, & Olken, 2014).
The geographer Ellsworth Huntington documented early empirical evidence showing the
relationship between temperature and productivity in his book, Civilization and Climate (1915).
He provided evidence that productivity was highest in spring and fall when temperatures are
moderate, while lowest in summer and winter when temperatures are more extreme. Lee, Gino,
and Staats (2014) show that good weather creates distractions that decrease productivity among
Japanese bank workers; individuals appear to focus less on work when there are attractive
alternative leisure activities. Connolly (2008) examines the impact of rainfall on the labor/leisure
choice in the United States using the American Time Use Survey. She finds that people
substitute about thirty minutes per day, on average, from leisure to work on a rainy day. Zivin
and Neidell (2014) use panel data from the individual-level data from the 2003–6 American
Time Use Surveys linked to weather data from the National Climatic Data Center and show that
fluctuations in weather temperatures lead to substantial changes in labor supply. They find large
reductions in labor supply in climate-exposed industries when temperature exceeds 85˚F, such as
agriculture, forestry, mining, construction, and utilities, particularly so at extremely high
temperatures. For example, labor supply in climate-exposed industries declines by as much as
one hour per day at temperatures over 100˚F compared to the 76-80˚F range. In contrast to the
studies focusing on rain and temperatures, we are unaware of analyses of snow events. Snow
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events are far less frequent than are rain and extreme temperatures, but potentially have larger
effects.
III. Theory and Methodology
The study of labor supply has a long history in the economics literature [for background,
see (Pencavel, 1986)]. Hours within a week (or other time period) can be divided into three
dimensions: time devoted to market work, leisure, and home production. Labor supply involves
individual or joint decisions made by persons within households over time. Optimal supply
decisions are based on wage opportunities, non-earnings income, and the alternative valuations
(preferences) with respect to money income, leisure, and home production activities. Changes in
wage opportunities have substitution and income effects of opposite sign. In practice, work hour
outcomes are determined by demand-side (employer) as well as supply-side forces.
Given the immense difficulty of meaningfully estimating structural labor supply models,
we simply estimate reduced-form measures of labor supply (weekly hours of work) as a function
of labor supply and demand determinants (or proxies), excluding an hourly wage measure on the
right-hand side.28 To understand the impact of weather (snow events) on hours worked, we
estimate the following relationship:
𝑦 = 𝑓(𝐶, 𝑋)
Here y is a measure of hours worked, C is a vector of climatic (snow event) variables, and X is a
vector of variables affecting labor supply and/or demand. C can include temperature,
precipitation, snowfall and weather events such as snowstorms.

28

Because hourly wages are typically calculated as weekly (or annual) earnings divided by hours worked, a labor
supply equation with hours (h) on the left-hand side and the implicit wage (E/h) on the right-hand side, there is a
“division bias” in which measurement error in h that mechanically drives the wage coefficient (i.e., the labor supply
elasticity estimate) toward negative one in a double logarithmic specification Invalid source specified.. That said,
one can mitigate division bias using hours worked in the reference week on the left-hand side and usual weekly
hours to calculate hourly earnings on the right-hand side.
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Using standard methodology, the general regression form used in this paper will be as
following:
𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝐶𝑗𝑡 + 𝛾𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡
where y, C, and X are as stated above, i indexes individual workers, j indexes the metro area
CBSAs, and t indexes time (the survey reference week is the second week of each month/year)29,
and 𝜀 is the error term.
Unlike most other determinants of hours worked, the timing of local area weather events
such as snow plausibly varies independently of the other determinants of work hours. In short,
weather shock events provide strong identification properties (Dell, Jones, & Olken, 2014).
IV. Data Description
Four major types of weather data are currently used for econometric analyses in empirical
studies: ground station data, gridded data, satellite data, and reanalysis data. The most basic and
frequently used weather data are from ground stations, which typically directly record the air
temperature, precipitation, and snowfall, as well as other measures such as sky cover, the
sunshine, humidity, water, and wind-related information. Our study uses ground station data, as
described subsequently. Gridded data provide more complete coverage by calculating microarea weather conditions based on interpolation of information from multiple stations over a wide
grid. Satellite data use satellite-based readings to infer various weather variables. Finally,
reanalysis data combine information from ground stations, satellites, weather balloons, and other
sources, using climate models to estimate weather variables across a grid.

The definition of “second week of each month” in the CPS is the week that includes the 12th of the month. In
some specifications, we include snow events in weeks prior to the reference week.
29
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IV.A. Climatological Data
The weather data are from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA). NOAA’s work dates back to 1807, providing comprehensive data from “the surface of
the sun to the depths of the ocean floor.” The National Centers for Environmental Information
(NCEI) have integrated three data centers (The National Climatic Data Center, The National
Geophysical Data Center, and the National Oceanographic Data Center), which provide
comprehensive historical data on ocean, atmosphere, and geography. We use one of the NCEI
datasets from the National Climatic Data Center, the Global Historical Climatological NetworkDaily (GHCN-Daily) (Menne, Durre, Vose, Gleason, & Houston, 2012). The GHCN-Daily
dataset integrates daily climate observations from approximately 30 different data sources. The
current version 3, initially released in September 2012, provides 7 days a week data rather than
only weekdays. Meteorological elements used in this research are snowfall and weather type30
from the years 2004 through 2014. However, GHCN-Daily is not limited to those variables.
The unit of analysis we choose is the metropolitan areas, as delineated by the Census
Bureau as a Core Business Statistical Areas (CBSAs). Most CBSAs are identified in the Current
Population Survey (CPS), the exception being very small CBSAs, typically with populations
below 100,000. The available analysis units in GHCN-Daily include Countries, States, Counties,
Cities, and Zip Codes to Climate Divisions and Climate Regions, as well as hydrologic units. In
order to match CPS metropolitan areas (i.e., CBSAs) with appropriate weather data, we had to
take several steps.
There are a total of 12 different weather types; for details see appendix 7. The weather types we define as a “Snow
event” in this paper are wt04 which is “Ice pellets, sleet, snow pellets, or small hail”, wt09 which is “Blowing or
drifting snow”, and wt18 which is “Snow, snow pellets, snow grains, or ice crystals”. In some of our analyses, we
use this comprehensive (albeit categorical) measure of a “snow event” based on there being one or more of these
relatively infrequent but sometimes severe events that may not produce substantive accumulations on the ground.
Most of our analyses use a simple continuous measure of average daily snow accumulations (in inches) over the 7day CPS reference week, as described below.
30
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The first step we took is identifying the counties that are included in each CBSA. We
used the historical delineation file, “Counties with metropolitan and micropolitan statistical area
codes,” released on June 6, 2003 by the U.S. Census Bureau (Census, 2003). There are 370
CBSAs in 50 states (plus the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico) with 1158 counties in the
file. However, the CPS does not identify all CBSAs and does not include Puerto Rico.31 These
CBSAs codes were adopted by the CPS beginning in May 2004 and were continued through
2014.32 As previously stated, the CPS excludes the smallest CBSAs, roughly those with
populations below about 100,000. In the CPS, there are a total of 265 CBSAs in 50 states and the
District of Columbia, which include 908 counties.
Our second step was to identify the most highly populated county in each of the CBSAs.
There are 103 CBSAs that include only one county and 162 CBSAs with two or more counties.
For the latter group, it is reasonable to assume that weather recorded from stations within the
most-populated county should have the most substantial economic influences. Moreover, most
weather conditions are similar across contiguous counties within the same CBSA. This would
generally be the case for such conditions as snow, rain, and temperatures, although far less so for
tornadoes or other weather conditions with highly-localized coverage.
Our third step was calculating the snowfall information from the data in GHCN-Daily
database. Each county contains multiple stations, with the numbers of stations within counties
varying from 1 to 472 (252 counties contain less than 100 stations). For each county matched to
a CBSA, we obtain the daily information of snowfall33 and weather type. The unit of snowfall is

31

Workers not in a designated MSA are in either a small MSA with populations in the 50 to 100K range or are in a
non-metro area of the state.
32
In mid-year 2014, the CPS made changes with some code number changes and some small MSAs being added. 17
CBSAs’ codes adopted mid-year in 2014 were converted to the time consistent earlier codes.
33 All snowfall data values reported provide quality measurement flag. We exclude snow values designated as
having a quality assurance issue (this is a tiny proportion of values, it is about 0.5% of total observations).
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inches. Daily snowfall is summed across all stations within a county, our measure of daily
snowfall is the average inches across the within-county stations (all stations receive equal
weight). For our subsequent analysis, we calculate the average daily inches of snow across the 7
days in each CPS reference week.
The CPS household employment survey, conducted in the third week of the month,
obtains labor information on employment status and hours worked for the previous (second)
week of the month (i.e., referred to as the reference week). Hence, our snowfall measure
represents the average daily snowfall during the CPS reference week. A “snow event”
categorical value is coded as 1 if one or more weather stations within a CBSA records one of the
three events (described previously) during the CPS reference week.
IV.B. Labor Data
As a measure of work hours, the Current Population Survey (CPS) provides information
on usual hours worked per week in one’s primary job, usual hours in a second job if a multiple
job holder, and measures of actual hours worked the previous week in the primary job and hours
worked last week in all other jobs. The principal hours measures used in this analysis are hours
worked last week on all jobs and the usual hours worked per week in one’s primary job and a
second job (about 5 percent of worker are multiple job holders).
One can include a rich set of individual worker controls and also see how the response to
weather varies by type of job (hourly, salaried, or self-employed), occupation, industry, and
demographics. The hours worked questions are asked of all CPS rotation groups and not just the
quarter sample that are asked questions on earnings and unionization (the outgoing rotation
groups). This also means that we typically observe the same individual in four consecutive
months and possibly in the following year for those same four months (assuming the household
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residence remains the same). In the current analysis, we do not use the quasi-longitudinal
structure of the data (i.e. within-worker monthly changes in hours in response to changes in
weather).
A downside of using CPS work hours data (as opposed to time diary measures of work) is
that worker responses are “heaped” at common work hours. For example, Hirsch (2005), in an
analysis of part-time work, examines the frequency distributions of usual hours worked per week
(on the principal job) and mean wages by hours worked. He used full CPS-ORG earnings files
for September 1995-2002 to ensure reasonable sample sizes at hours worked other than 40 hours.
Based on his research, 53% among women and 57% among men reported their usual hours
worked per week as 40. As compared to men, the hours distribution among women contains
more low-hour and fewer high-hour observations, and is more dispersed. There exist “spikes” or
“heaping” at intervals divisible by five, a common survey phenomenon.34 The distribution of
“hours worked last week” is more dispersed, with fewer workers reporting exactly 40 hours:
42% among women, 45% among men. Most of our analysis examines hours worked last week
(i.e., the reference week). We also use a measure of deviations from usual hours; that is, the
hours worked last week minus usual weekly hours.
For the usual hours worked variable, there are a tiny proportion of reports that are
missing or zero. These observations are excluded from our sample as well as observations
reporting more than 90 hours (hours are top coded at 99). The usual hours work variable is coded
“-4” for workers who have variable usual weekly hours. These workers are excluded from
analyses using usual weekly hours; most analyses, however, use hours worked last week.

34

There are appreciable numbers of workers at hour intervals divisible by 8, in particular, 24, 32, 48, as well as 40.
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Some employed workers may not have worked during the reference week due to being on
vacation, sick, weather, etc. For the measure of hours worked last week, the CPS asks employed
workers who report zero hours the reason for their not being at work. There are 8 reasons for
participants to choose from in the survey.35 Absent weather data, one could examine the
frequency of not at work last week due to bad weather. That number, however, is tiny even in
high-snow states since it is rare to miss an entire week due to weather36. We remove workers
who state zero hours last week for any reasons other than bad weather.
The CPS also includes numerous other demographic, geographic, and labor market
variables. We construct variables measuring such things as age, race, ethnicity, gender,
educational level, potential experience, and sets of dummies measuring month, CBSAs size,
region, occupation, and industry.
Prior to executing any regressions, we merged the weather data with CPS labor data. As
discussed above, we measured snow in the reference week (the second week of each month), as
well as weeks one, two, and three weeks before the reference week. Information on prior weather
allows us to examine whether there is a “make-up” effect that partially offsets hours lost during a
prior snow event. That is, do we see higher work hours in the reference week when there has
been snow in previous weeks.
V. Descriptive Evidence on Work Hours and Weather
Figure 9, seen below, shows the average hours worked last week by major Census region
by month, averaged over the 2004-2014 period. The mean hours worked during the reference
week differs across regions, but these differences are relatively stable between May and August.

35

There 8 reason in the survey for absence from work are. 1. Own illness; 2. On vacation; 3. Bad weather; 4. Labor
dispute; 5. New job to begin within 30 days; 6. Temporary layoff; 7. Indefinite layoff; 8. Other.
36
There are 4,780 observation reported zero hours last week due to bad weather.
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Mean hours are typically lower between October and March, the months over which most snow
accumulations occur. On average, the highest hours worked is in the West South Central region
and lowest hours worked is in New England. These general patterns are consistent with there
being effects from snow on work hours. Our subsequent analysis examines the direct relationship
between local snow accumulation and individuals’ work hours in the week prior to the monthly
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Figure 9: Total hours worked last week by region by month, USA 2004-2014
Table 12 provides basic information on the hours worked last week measure in our
estimation sample. For the overall sample, there are more than 5.7 million observations of
employed workers reporting hours worked in the reference week period (i.e., the second week of
each month, prior to conduct of the CPS survey). The mean of hours worked is 37.9 hours per
week, about two hours less than the typical modal value of 40 hours per week among full-time
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workers (part-time workers pull down mean hours). We also consider the mean value of hours
worked last week in two subsamples, one for periods without snow and the other with snow.
There are small but substantive differences between the two sample periods, with an average 22
minutes less work during weeks with snow. We conduct a two-sample t-test with equal
variances; the mean difference is statistically significant with a t-value of 28.53.

Variable

Table 12: Summary of hours worked last week
Total Observations
Mean Std. Dev.

Min

Max

All data
37.89
12.68

0

99

5,765,988

hours worked in last week

Data conditional on snow
1,270,219
37.60
12.81

0

99

hours worked last week

Data conditional no snow or missing
4,495,769
37.97
12.64
0

99

0
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Figure 10: The average snowfall by region by month, USA 2004-2014
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Turning to the weather data, Figure 10 demonstrates the average snowfall for 9 different
regions in each month through 2004 to 2014, respectively. The pattern of snow is consistent with
the information seen previously in Figure 9. Most regions receive the most snow in first three
and last three month of the year (i.e., between October and March). In much of the subsequent
analysis, we restrict our analysis to these six months.

Regions

Table 13: The mean and standard deviation of hours worked by region
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Observations
Coefficient of
Observations
Coefficient
variation
of variation
Hours worked from April to
Hours worked from October to
September
March following year

Northeast

292,809

35.62

289,319

36.09

Mid-Atlantic

333,749

32.60

324,975

33.04

East North Central

364,204

34.24

353,529

34.62

West North Central

255,066

34.88

250,302

35.01

South Atlantic

575,364

31.10

564,390

31.63

East South Central

104,225

32.42

101,000

33.11

West South Central

255,964

31.96

251,835

32.14

Mountain

264,373

33.64

260,174

34.00

Pacific

456,489

33.80

448,802

34.33

Consistent with the concentration of snow events in these months, we see a slightly
higher variation of weekly work hours within regions during these six months. This result can be
confirmed in Table 13 by the differences in the coefficient of variation across regions. The first
two columns of Table 13 show the number of observations and coefficients of variation over
April to September each year by regions, whereas the last two columns indicate October to
March in the following year.
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As seen in Figure 10, among the 9 regions, New England received the most snow in the
winter period, followed by East North Central and West North Central. The Pacific, East South
Central, and West South Central regions receive minimal snow. The other three regions typically
have snow events during a year, but the number is small.
The evidence on work hours and snow levels for regions by month, as seen in Figures 9
and 10, clearly suggest a possible link between hours worked and snow events.
VI. Empirical Results
Table 14 shows the relationship between snowfall and hours worked last week as well as
hours worked differences for 265 CBSAs over the 2004 to 2014 period. For simplicity, our
primary focus is on hours effects in the CPS reference week for snow during that same week.
Column (1) in panel A of Table 14 shows that, on average, an inch of averaged daily snowfall
over a week decreases work hours by just under an hour (0.9 hours or 54 minutes).
Alternatively, we use log hours as the dependent variable to estimate the snowfall effect
on the percentage change in hours, shown in column (2). Additionally, in column (3) we examine
how deviations from usual weekly hours are affected by snow, with the dependent variables
calculated as hours worked last week minus usual work hours.
Use of the natural log of hours worked last week, as seen in Table 14, column (2),
provides a direct measure of the percentage effects associated with inches of snowfall (or of a
snow event in specifications with an event rather than inches). On average, there is a 3% decline
in labor hours for each inch of daily snowfall averaged over the same reference week. This is
highly similar to the 2.4% percentage effect we find in column (1) using hours rather than log
hours as the dependent variable, evaluated at the mean level of hours (38 hours) in the regression
sample.
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Table 14: The relationship between hours worked last week and snowfall
(1)
(2)
(3)
VARIABLES
Hours worked last week
Log hours worked
Hours worked
last week
difference
Snow is in the reference week
Snow

-0.897***
(0.200)

Observations
R-squared

-0.0305***
(0.00671)

-0.635***
(0.154)

2,490,454
2,486,595
0.152
0.124
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

2,487,691
0.006

Note: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error), all robust standard errors are clustered at
CBSA level in the parenthesis. There are total 3 regressions, and each regression controlled demographic
information such as age, race, sex, educational level, experiences as well as five sets of dummies. Month dummies
with October omitted, CBSAs size dummies with size 2 omitted; region dummies with New England omitted;
occupation dummies with “Management, Business, Financial” omitted; and industry dummies with “Agriculture,
Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting” omitted.

Column (3) provides a rather different dependent variable, measuring the difference
between “actual” hours worked in the reference week minus “usual” weekly hours (those with
“variable” usual hours are omitted). In principle, this is an attractive measure, reflecting how
snow during the week alters person-specific hours of work. That said, we suspect that the
reliability of such a measure is compromised by the large share of workers who simply report 40
usual weekly hours. Using this difference measure, we find that an inch of daily snowfall
averaged over the reference week decreases work hours differences by more than 0.6 hours (or
36 minutes), less than the 0.9-hour effect (54 minutes) we saw in column (1) using hours last
week.
Note that interpretation of results is a bit tricky given that our main snow measure
represents the daily inches of snow averaged over the entire week. That is, there is no distinction
made between there being one inch of snow each day of the week versus there being one day of
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snow with 7 inches. In future research, we plan to investigate how worker response differs
depending on how levels of snow are distributed over a week.
We also examine in table 15 whether work hours are affected by snow in previous weeks
(all else the same). Of interest is whether the loss of hours worked in prior weeks due to snow
lead to “make-up” hours in subsequent weeks. In panel A, we consider the effect of snow
occurring one week prior to the reference week, conditional on no subsequent snow in the
reference week. In Panel B, we consider the effect of snow two weeks prior to the reference
week, conditional on no snow in both the reference week and week prior to the reference week.
Panel C provides results for a similar analysis based on snow three weeks prior to the reference
week.
Each one of three panels in the table 15 represents the effects of snowfall in different
weeks. Columns (1) and (2) show the effect of snowfall on subsequent weeks worked with no
snow in between the time periods. In the first column, we include the full winter samples that
comprise all snow events, most of which are modest in magnitude and are unlikely to have
spillover effects on work hours in subsequent weeks. Not surprisingly, the coefficients in column
(1) are very tiny and negative. Taken at face value, the suggestion is that snow events slightly
reduce hours worked in future weeks.
Using this full winter sample, however, we cannot disentangle (a) past snow having
negative residual effects; for example, snowfall occurring on a Saturday is likely to negatively
affect hours worked the following week; versus (b) “make-up” hours in the reference week due
to loss of hour in the past. The clear-cut negative (but weak) correlation between snow
accumulation and hours in following weeks suggests that (a) rather than (b) is dominant.
Focusing on snowfall two or three weeks in the past, we avoid direct weather spillover effects
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from adjacent weeks. And by omitting observations in which there has been snow following the
lagged week, we avoid the negative bias due to a positive correlation of past snow with current
week snow. That said, even when we do these two things, we see no evidence of hour make-up
from the average snow event.
Table 15: The relationship between hours worked last week and past snowfall
(1)
(2)
VARIABLES
Hours worked last week
hours worked last week
Full winter sample
winter sample with 2” more snow
A. Snow is one week before the reference week
Snow

-0.128
(0.0922)

-0.674**
(0.313)

Observations
R-squared

1,687,925
0.146

19,821
0.217

B. Snow is two weeks before the reference week
Snow

-0.272**
(0.107)

0.424**
(0.169)

Observations
R-squared

1,396,900
0.144

12,663
0.183

C. Snow is three weeks before the reference week
Snow

Observations
R-squared

-0.167
(0.159)
1,239,392
0.142
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

0.0850
(0.0570)
15,808
0.196

Note: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error), all robust standard errors are clustered at
CBSA level in the parenthesis. Each panel show the snow in the different weeks prior the reference week. There is
no snowfall in between current week and reference week, in other words, when we look at the prior week, we
exclude the observation with any snow in the following week. There are total 6 regressions, and each regression
controlled demographic information such as age, race, sex, educational level, experiences as well as five sets of
dummies. Month dummies with October omitted, CBSAs size dummies with size 2 omitted; region dummies with
New England omitted; occupation dummies with “Management, Business, Financial” omitted; and industry
dummies with “Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting” omitted.
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Results for the large snow storm sample are shown in the right-side column of Table 15.
We cannot detect work “make-up” effects due to snow in the prior week, as seen by the highly
negative coefficient on the prior week’s snow. This is not surprising, given that the effects of
very large snow events are likely to spill over to the reference week. In short, the negative
coefficient on past snow reflects the residual effects of past snow on current road conditions. We
do find evidence of work hour make-up, however, when we reach back to large snow events 2
and 3 weeks in the past. In column 2, panel B, we obtain a substantive positive coefficient of
0.42, suggesting that make-up work hours occur 2 weeks after severe snow storms, with about 25
minutes additional work for each inch of past daily snow. Reaching back three weeks, we get a
positive but far smaller (and statistically insignificant) coefficient. In short, we find evidence for
make-up hours only for rare, severe snow storms. Moreover, this evidence appears to be fragile.
In analysis not shown, we estimated similar models separately by industry. For a few
industries, we found positive (but small) coefficients on previous week snow fall, suggestive of
tiny work hour make-up across weeks. In our subsequent analyses, we will focus exclusively on
snow events during the reference week.
In results presented up to this point, we have measured snowfall in inches, assuming
(implicitly) an approximately linear relationship between work hours and average daily inches of
snowfall. Alternatively, we estimate hours worked equations using a set of 5 categorical snowfall
level dummies to understand better how levels of snowfall affect work hours.
Table 16 shows the results of the relationship between hours worked last week and the
categorical snow-level dummies. The omitted category is there being no snow event during the
week (based on the three events discussed previously). Our included snow-level dummies
include increasing ranges of average daily inches. The lowest snow level measure ranges from
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with average daily inches levels from zero to 0.1 inch (note that many “snow events” produce
zero snow accumulation). The additional dummies reflect average daily inch ranges of 0.1-0.5,
0.5-1.0, 1.0-2.0, and 2.0 or more inches. We consider the snow below 1 inch as “light” snow,
more than 2 inches as “heavy” snow, and in between as “moderate” snow.
Table 16: The relationship between hours worked last week and snow level
(1)
(2)
(3)
VARIABLES
Hours worked last
Log hours worked Hours worked
week
last week
difference
Snow greater than 0 - 0.1’’
Snow b/w 0.1’’-0.5’’
Snow b/w 0.5’’-1’’
Snow b/w 1’’-2’’
Snow greater than 2’’

Observations
R-squared

-0.203***
(0.0537)
-0.409***
(0.0639)
-0.760***
(0.130)
-0.879***
(0.137)
-3.043***
(1.125)

-0.00580***
(0.00210)
-0.0129***
(0.00234)
-0.0256***
(0.00449)
-0.0287***
(0.00461)
-0.102***
(0.0378)

2,490,454
2,486,595
0.152
0.124
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

-0.0692***
(0.0207)
-0.161***
(0.0379)
-0.364***
(0.0783)
-0.518***
(0.116)
-2.320***
(0.810)
2,487,691
0.006

Note: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error). All robust standard errors are clustered at
CBSA level in the parenthesis. There are total 3 regressions, and each regression controlled demographic
information such as age, race, sex, educational level, experiences as well as five sets of dummies. Month dummies
with October omitted, CBSAs size dummies with size 2 omitted; region dummies with New England omitted;
occupation dummies with “Management, Business, Financial” omitted; and industry dummies with “Agriculture,
Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting” omitted.

As expected, higher levels of snow result in larger reductions in hours worked during the
reference week, as shown in Table 16. Snow level coefficients range from -0.203 (12 minutes
less work in the reference week) for average daily snow of zero to 0.1 inches (many of these are
snow events with no accumulation) to a substantial 3.0 fewer hours in the reference week for
average daily snow exceeding 2 inches. Similar results are seen in columns (2) and (3) using the
alternative semi-log specification (column 2) or the alternative hours measure (column 3). Using
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the semi-log specification, we obtain an estimated 10 percent hours reduction for average daily
snow levels greater than 2 inches. In column 3, our estimate is that average snow levels over 2
inches result in 2.3 fewer hours worked during the reference week as compared to usual weekly
hours. The overall range of coefficients is from 0.07 hours (5.4 mins) for snow with minimal
accumulation up to 2.3 hours for the most substantive accumulations. Notable in all three of the
specifications are the large increases (in absolute value) of the coefficients once average snow
levels exceed the 2-inch threshold. Although such heavy snow events are rare, the magnitude of
work loss resulting from such events is substantial, consistent with the emphasis given to unusual
weather by Janet Yellen and the Federal Reserve Board.
In the tables that follow, we examine how the relationship between work hours and snow
events differ across types of workers and types of jobs. There may be different incentives to vary
work hours in response to snow for salaried versus hourly workers. One possibility is that
salaried workers reduce hours more so than hourly workers since their weekly earnings do not
directly vary with hours worked. In addition, salaried workers may have greater flexibility to
work from home during weather events. On the other hand, hourly workers may be more
affected by reductions in labor demand during snow events due to reduced consumer activity
when travel is difficult. For example, hourly workers in retail and food stores may have their
hours reduced due to lack of demand following snow events. That said, if schools are closed and
many adults are home from work, there could be increased demand at restaurants, movie
theaters, and the like if travel is possible.
Table 17 provides evidence on hourly and salaried workers’ response to snow events. We
used two alternative samples. Using the full sample (columns 1 and 2), coefficients on inches of
daily snow reflect both the response from going from zero to positive snow levels plus the
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marginal effects of additional snow. Inclusion only of those observations in which there has been
a snow event sharply reduces the size of the zero-based reference group, previously dominated
by observations in which there is no snow event. Using the snow event sample (columns 3 and
4), the zero-base group reflects snow events in which there has been no accumulation of snow.
As expected, coefficients are somewhat smaller (in absolute value) excluding observations
without a snow event.
Table 17: The relationship between hours worked last week and snowfall
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
VARIABLES
Salary worker
Hourly worker
Salary worker
Hourly worker
Full Sample
Snow event sample
Snow

Observations
R-squared
Difference
Chow- Test

-0.987***
(0.245)

-0.800***
(0.186)

-0.830***
(0.114)

-0.597***
(0.145)

248,566
0.087

325,783
0.185

65,665
0.093

91,936
0.200

-0.187*

-0.233*

Chi (2) = 2.88
Chi (2) = 3.15
Prob > Chi2 =0.0897
Prob > Chi2 =0.0760
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error), all robust standard errors are clustered at
CBSA level in the parenthesis. There are total 4 regressions, and each regression controlled demographic
information such as age, race, sex, educational level, experiences as well as five sets of dummies. Month dummies
with October omitted, CBSAs size dummies with size 2 omitted; region dummies with New England omitted;
occupation dummies with “Management, Business, Financial” omitted; and industry dummies with “Agriculture,
Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting” omitted.

As previously predicted, salaried workers display stronger work hours sensitivity with
respect to snow in both samples. The differences between coefficients for salaried and hourly
workers are relatively small, but consistent in the two samples (0.187 in the full sample and
0.233 in the snow event sample). We conducted a Chow test to examine the significance of
coefficient differences between the salaried and hourly workers. In both the full and snow event
samples, the test indicates the differences in coefficients significant at the 10% level.
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We next examine differences among wage and salary workers whose primary jobs are in
the private sector and the public sector, plus workers self-employed. Public sector workers are
likely to be most affected by the snow. In particular, public schools will regard their students’
safety as a high priority; hence, when weather may make travel dangerous, classes will be
canceled or delayed. In contrast, workers self-employed and in the for-profit private sector
should be less affected by snow events. Self-employed workers earnings may be particularly
sensitive to hours worked, making it costly to reduce work in response to the weather. Moreover,
many workers who are self-employed work out of their home and are largely unaffected by
weather conditions.
Table 18 shows the relationship between hours worked last week and snowfall for the
different employment sectors. The qualitative results are consistent with our expectations.
Columns 1 - 3 reports results for these three sectors using the full winter sample, while columns
4 - 6 restricts the sample to snow event weeks.
Table 18: The relationship between hours worked last week and snowfall conditional on different
employment type
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
VARIABLES
Public
Private
Self-Employ
Public
Private
Self-Employ
Full sample
Snow event sample
snow

-1.56***
(0.380)

Observations
R-squared

373,464
0.100

-0.78***
(0.164)

-0.694***
(0.189)

-1.08***
(0.194)

-0.63***
(0.118)

-0.491***
(0.177)

1,892,618
224,372
94,728
0.184
0.110
0.120
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

527,375
0.199

61,605
0.110

Note: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error), all robust standard errors are clustered at
CBSA level in the parenthesis. There are total 6 regressions, and each regression controlled demographic
information such as age, race, sex, educational level, experiences as well as five sets of dummies. Month dummies
with October omitted, CBSAs size dummies with size 2 omitted; region dummies with New England omitted;
occupation dummies with “Management, Business, Financial” omitted; and industry dummies with “Agriculture,
Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting” omitted.
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Public sector workers display a negative hours response to snow that is twice as large as
that seen in the private and self-employed sectors. Although coefficients are smaller in the snow
event the only sample, they remain much larger (in absolute value) for public sector workers than
for private sector wage and salaried employees and self-employed workers.
Next, we examine the heterogeneity of snow effects on work hours across different
industries and occupations. The sample examining differences in snow effects by industry group
include only private sector workers, given that the public sector was examined above. The
sample examining snow effects by occupational groups includes all sectors, since we see workers
in many occupations employed in both the public and private sectors.
Tables 19 and 20 show the relationship between snowfall and hours worked last week in
different industries and occupations, respectively. Each column in the two tables indicates a
specific industry or occupation group. The two panels use different data samples: panel A is the
full winter sample; panel B is the snow event sample.
In Table 19, panels A and B, we find negative work hour effects from snow in all
industries. Coefficients using the snow-event sample are smaller (in absolute value) than in the
full sample, but the differences are generally small. The largest negative impact of snow on work
hours is in the construction industry, where a considerable share of the work is outside. In
addition to the construction industry, we find substantial work hour effects from snow events in
agriculture, forestry, fishing & hunting, the leisure and hospitality industry, transportation and
utilities, and service-related industries (columns 9-12). The least affected industries tend to be
indoor-intensive industries such as information and financial activities.
In terms of magnitude, coefficients close to -1.0 reflect a one-hour weekly reduction in
work for each average daily inch of snow. Although this magnitude may not be perceived as
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particularly large, one must consider why that is the case. First, work hours lost on a snow day
within a week may be offset by additional hours on other days within that week. Second, many
workers routinely report 40 hours of work and/or may not fully report deviations in work hours
due to snow or other events. Third, our (necessary) analysis linking weekly hours worked to
weekly snow may lessen precision of the analysis. While we have daily measures of snow, we do
not have daily measures of work hours.
Table 20 provides a similar analysis for broad occupational groups. The occupation
results echo the results seen for industry groups in Table 19. Hours worked by those in farming,
fishing, and forestry occupations are most affected by snow events (a snow level coefficient of
-1.6). Also, showing large hours effects are workers in the following occupation groups:
construction (-1.1), professional services (-1.1), office and administrative support (-0.9),
transportation and material moving (-0.9), and management, business, and financial (-0.8).
Workers in installation, maintenance, and repair occupations had the lowest reduction (-0.6), not
surprising given that some of these workers may increase work hours to provide snow-related
repairs.
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Table 19: The relationship between hours worked last week and snowfall in different industry
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
VARIABLES
Ag.,
Mining Constr. Manuf.
Wholesale Transp.,
Infor.
Financial
Prof.,
Educ.,
Forestry,
Retail
Utility
Activities Business
Health
Fishing,
Trade
Service
Service
Hunting

(11)
Leisure,
Hosp.

(12)
Other
Services

-0.637*** -0.887*** -0.781*** -0.987***
(0.132)
(0.280)
(0.172)
(0.202)

-0.985***
(0.347)

A. Snow is in the reference week (all data)
snow

-0.996*
(0.572)

Observations
R-squared

10,975
0.151

-0.478 -1.332*** -0.601***
(0.629)
(0.235)
(0.106)
7,489
0.103

119,815
0.080

243,874
0.082

-0.649***
(0.144)

-0.852***
(0.153)

-0.435**
(0.197)

321,961
0.239

87,103
0.092

54,565
0.153

-0.604***
(0.139)

-0.623*** -0.531*** -0.635*** -0.575*** -0.626*** -0.804***
(0.211)
(0.203)
(0.132)
(0.144)
(0.159)
(0.173)

169,033
0.106

235,597
0.125

352,599
0.115

191,137
0.294

98,470
0.181

B. Snow is in the reference week (snow event)
Snow

Observations
R-squared

-1.153
(0.760)

-0.695
(0.700)

2,265
0.187

1,702
0.120

-1.087*** -0.572***
(0.209)
(0.121)
29,041
0.089

77,556
0.085

90,586
0.255

23,985
0.109

15,297
0.170

49,151
0.118

61,276
0.137

100,383
0.121

-0.475**
(0.219)

50,144
0.304

25,989
0.190

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Note: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error), all robust standard errors are clustered at CBSA level in the parenthesis. There are total
24 regressions, and each regression controlled demographic information such as age, race, sex, educational level, experiences as well as four sets of dummies.
Month dummies with October omitted, CBSAs size dummies with size 2 omitted; region dummies with New England omitted; and occupation dummies with
“Management, Business, Financial” omitted.
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Table 20: The relationship between hours worked last week and snowfall in different occupation
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
VARIABLES Management, Professional, Service
Sale,
Office, Farming, Construction, Installation, Production Transportation,
Business
Related
Related
Admin Fishing,
Extraction Maintenance,
Material
Financial
support Forestry
Repair
moving
A. Snow is in the reference week (all data)
Snow

Observations
R-squared

-0.847***
(0.250)

-1.081***
(0.242)

411,142
0.066

634,385
0.107

-0.745*** -0.814*** -0.898***
(0.202)
(0.144)
(0.226)
348,176
0.188

276,490
0.242

342,384
0.113

-1.562**
(0.614)

-1.086***
(0.211)

-0.588***
(0.191)

-0.650***
(0.124)

-0.859***
(0.224)

9,371
0.148

121,283
0.048

82,668
0.056

135,301
0.073

129,254
0.154

-1.392**
(0.604)

-0.836***
(0.230)

-0.552***
(0.187)

-0.711***
(0.164)

-0.747***
(0.204)

1,988
0.209

30,258
0.051

22,374
0.060

42,069
0.083

36,022
0.163

B. Snow is in the reference week (snow event)
Snow

Observations
R-squared

-0.502***
(0.100)

-0.794***
(0.146)

112,879
0.072

173,826
0.118

-0.575*** -0.769*** -0.699***
(0.130)
(0.131)
(0.209)
91,780
0.197

76,240
0.258

96,272
0.125

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Note: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error), all robust standard errors are clustered at CBSA level in the parenthesis. There are total
20 regressions, and each regression controlled demographic information such as age, race, sex, educational level, experiences as well as four sets of dummies.
Month dummies with October omitted, CBSAs size dummies with size 2 omitted; region dummies with New England omitted; and industry dummies with
“Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting” omitted.
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A final analysis explores the relationship between hours worked last week and snowfall
in the different regions. Table 21 provides these results. Northern regions typically receive the
most snow and southern regions the least snow, as seen previously in Figure 10. People in the
north have adapted to driving, commuting, and shopping with snow on the ground.
Municipalities in the North have equipment and personnel to clear snow off streets. And office
and retail buildings are constructed to allow workers and shoppers to move around cities
protected from the cold. Not surprisingly, people and local governments in the south, where
snow is infrequent, are not prepared to handle substantive accumulations of snow or ice.
Therefore, cities in South may rarely get snow, but even small or modest snow accumulations
can have substantive effects on mobility and work hours.
As seen in Table 21, columns 5-7, snow events provide the largest reductions in work
hours in East South Central states such as Alabama and Tennessee. Each additional average daily
inch of snowfall (an additional 7 inches over a week) is estimated to decrease weekly work by
about 4.2 hours. The South Atlantic region, which includes Georgia, has a coefficient of -2.6. By
contrast, Table 21 shows that work hours in New England, the Mountain states, and East North
Central states are least affected by snow, with snow level coefficients of -0.27, -0.37, and -0.44,
respectively. These areas over the winter season may receive substantial snow on a single day,
but rarely does this paralyze their communities. As discussed above, such communities have the
equipment, personnel, and supplies of salt and sand that allow them to handle large snowfalls.
Workers and shoppers have adapted to winter travel conditions and are more likely to maintain
their productive activities during winter storms.
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VARIABLES

Table 21: The Relationship between hours worked last week and snowfall in different region
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
New
MidEast North West North
South
East South West South Mountain
England
Atlantic
Central
Central
Atlantic
Central
Central

(9)
Pacific

A. Snow is in the reference week (all data)
Snow

Observations
R-squared

-0.274***
(0.0769)

-0.598***
(0.131)

-0.443***
(0.0973)

-0.803***
(0.220)

-2.619***
(0.377)

-4.211***
(1.104)

-2.668***
(0.402)

-0.366
(0.213)

-0.498
(0.405)

261,663
0.190

216,180
0.169

317,951
0.188

234,205
0.183

501,061
0.125

90,282
0.153

233,851
0.137

241,964
0.135

393,297
0.137

-0.770***
(0.237)

-1.746***
(0.385)

-3.880***
(1.225)

-2.497***
(0.499)

-0.113
(0.191)

-0.298
(0.363)

42,975
0.135

65,741
0.133

91,616
0.140

B. Snow is in the reference week (snow event)
Snow

Observations
R-squared

-0.287***
(0.0949)

-0.868***
(0.201)

85,228
0.197

59,202
0.190

-0.433***
(0.123)

167,665
118,584
31,412
21,285
0.189
0.188
0.135
0.152
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: This table presents the estimated coefficient (and standard error), all robust standard errors are clustered at CBSA level in the parenthesis. There are total
18 regressions, and each regression controlled demographic information such as age, race, sex, educational level, experiences as well as five sets of dummies.
Month dummies with October omitted, CBSAs size dummies with size 2 omitted; occupation dummies with “Management, Business, Financial” omitted; and
industry dummies with “Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting” omitted.
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VI. Conclusion
This research examines the relationship between hour worked and weather conditions,
specifically, how snowfall affects people’s working hours. Extreme weather events may sharply
reduce economic activity, but there is very limited evidence on the overall magnitude of these
losses and how work hours respond to various levels of snow accumulation.
The analysis in this study provides several pieces of evidence on how work hours are
affected by winter snow storms. First, snowfall reduces work hours. On average, each additional
inch of the average daily snow during a week reduces work time by about 1 hour. Second, higher
levels of snow systematically lead to larger declines in work times. Third, we find a systematic
difference in worker response to snow events based on the type of worker (i.e., paid hourly or
salaried), by class of employment (private sector, public sector, or self-employment), by industry
of employment, by occupation, and by geographic region. And fourth, we do not find any
compelling evidence that lost hours from snow storms are “made up” in the subsequent week or
weeks. The possible exception is make-up hours two weeks following unusually severe
snowstorms (2 or more average daily inches of snow during a week). The apparent absence of a
work make-up effect reinforces concern that the Federal Reserve Board and other economic
analysts have stated regarding the effect of winter storms on economic activity. Less clear is the
aggregate magnitude of lost work hours from a typical winter.
Although we cannot provide a precise estimate of lost work hours and growth due to
snow events, a back-of-the-envelope calculation is informative. Mean average daily inches of
daily snow over the six “winter” months in our analysis is 0.125 inches. Multiplying the average
inches by -0.9, the coefficient seen in our base equation in Table 3, column 1, we get -0.9 x
0.125 = -0.1125, indicating an average weekly reduction of 0.11 hours over the six winter
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months. Assuming that all snow effects occur during winter months, the average weekly
reduction over twelve months is half as much, -.05625. Multiplying this by 52 weeks, we get an
annual loss of an average 2.925 hours. Average total work hours, based on the 38 hours a week
average in the CPS, is 1,976 hours. The 2.925 loss of hours represents a 0.0015 (2.925/1976) or
0.15 percent loss in annual hours worked. We assume the magnitude of labor input reduction will
cause the equivalent reduction in economy-wide output. Hence, if annual productivity growth
rates were 1.5 percent absent snow effects, our back-of-the-envelope calculation suggests a
roughly 10 percent reduction in growth rates, from 1.5 to 1.35 percent. With more robust growth
rates, say 3.0 percent annually, the percentage reduction would be only half as large at 5 percent.
Given that snow effects are highly concentrated in time and location, it is not surprising that the
Federal Reserve Board and business analysts often point to severe weather events as affecting
short-run growth.
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CHAPTER 3: DOES HOUSING STOCK AGE MATTER? THE IMPACT OF HOUSING
STOCK AGE ON PEOPLE’S LOCATION CHOICE
I. Introduction
Most of the environmental justice literature focus on distribution of environmental
quality across races or income categories, questioning the fairness of certain policies or at least
the resulting distribution. Statistical methods have made the spatial correlation between pollution
and demographics seem clear and robust: low-income and minority households tend to live in a
neighborhood with environmental hazards such as waste facilities and landfills. Blacks are likely
to live closer to the hazardous waste site was found by General Accounting Office (GAO) in
their 8 states research in early 80th ((GAO), 1983). The race and poverty are the important
determinates of a neighborhood’s exposure to released toxic materials (Arora & Cason, 1999)
(Ash & Fetter, 2004) (Boer, Pastor Jr., Sadd, & Snyder, 1997) (Brooks & Sethi, 1997) (Kriesel,
Centner, & Keeler, 1996) (Been & Gupta, 1997). The minority races are positively significant
correlated with the plant, whereas income is in the opposite direction by controlling current
socioeconomic characteristics. However, if control the socioeconomic characteristics by the time
of plant sitting, the race is not important, but income still significant and negatively correlated
with the plant (Wolverton, 2009). Also, Superfund cleanup program will appreciate owneroccupied housing price on average with considerable heterogeneity across specific housing
market and household income, not a race, drives sorting after a hazardous waste site has been
cleaned (Gamper-Rabindran & Timmins, 2011) (Gamper-Rabindran, Mastromonaco, &
Timmins, 2011). Hence, it appears the income is very predominant when considering sorting, in
other word, location choices.
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A separate literature about “filtering” argues that the age of housing stock can determine
the level of income of a household when locating to a certain neighborhood in U.S. cities.
Bruckner and Rosenthal develop a dynamic empirical model where the age of dwellings plays a
central role in determining location patterns. Their main result is if dwelling age is uniformly
distributed across space in response the housing age gap between the center of the city and
suburbs, then young neighborhoods in the center of the city will attract high-income households
move back (Bruckner & Rosenthal, 2009). They also use two-decade lagged measure of dwelling
ages to forecast that in the future, the positive relation between income and distance will be
weakened or even reversed, and the disparity of economic status will decline between city center
and suburbs. In other words, high-income households, with a high demand for housing services,
tend to live in the areas that contain a younger neighborhood.
The history of urban development and redevelopment in the US cities starts from the
center of a city and expands outward over time. In theory, wealthy households tend to live away
from the center of the city to pursue newer properties with larger land at a relatively cheaper
price per square foot. Old houses, on the other hand, were built at the time of the city’s
formation, which are normally in the center of the city. Once properties reach the termination of
the service, they will be torn down to rebuild new ones. Unsurprisingly, this gentrification
process will attract some wealthy people back to the center of the city because of the convivence
commute to work and other possible amenities. However, the old factories that initially built to
serve the city are hard to be relocated and still in the city. It is not hard to understand that higher
income households are preferred to live in an on or less polluted situation, in other words, they
are willing to pay to shut-down the old factories in the city. Hence, the question is if
gentrification attracts people move back in the city, what is the role of dwelling age in the
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conventional environmental justice analysis? Additionally, will the power of the income or race
change once controlling this new factor which previous literature never considered?
This chapter develops and examines how the dwelling age plays its role in the traditional
environmental justice setting. Factories, including Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) sites, were
initially built in the “suburbs” to facilitate development; however, with development outward,
the “suburbs” become part of cities, so does TRI. These factories witnessed the growth of the
cities; meanwhile, they were also aging with earlier residential houses built inside of the
boundaries of “old cities”. Thus, the theory of “filtering” provides fresh insights into whether
dwelling age will affect a household’s decision to move back with a polluted facility nearby. Yet,
to my best knowledge, the Environmental Justice Literature has not controlled for housing age
differences in the empirical analysis. To contribute to existing research, I fill this gap and control
for the flexible function of the age of the housing stock when regressing pollution on
demographics and income.
I found older houses still tend to have a higher probability located in an area with a
polluted facility nearby. This correlation is robust either using the mean of housing age within
census block groups or the flexible functions of age. Consistent with the findings of previous
literature, minority groups tend to have a higher probability of living closer to polluted areas
when compared with Whites. Controlling for housing age did not greatly change the probability
of exposure for minority races; however, the income effect was significantly attenuated. A third
of power in income is taken away in aggregated housing age estimation compared with
conventional environmental justice analysis, or almost a half of power is taken away in the
breakdown of housing stock estimation. These results suggest that in the conventional method,
the role of housing age probably endogenously stored in the income, however, once controlling it
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separately, the predominant income effect is weakened. When people sort themselves into a
neighborhood, the age of the house is also matter condition on income, ceteris paribus.
Interestingly, when I looked at the breakdown of housing stock estimation and compared
houses built in the 1960s and the 1970s to the baseline, there is a significant decrease in the
probability for households to be located in a polluted area in the 1970s. This probability was
almost halved between the two intervals, possibly because of the United States’ environmental
policies implemented during the 1970s.
The rest of this chapter is organized into six further sections: Section II describes the
research background and the prevalent methods adopted in recent studies; Section III explains
the geographic unit of analysis; the empirical model is discussed in Section IV; data sources and
variable selection are explained in Section V; Section VI is the interpretation of the results; and
the last section concludes the chapter as well as offers open discussion.
II. Research Background
The widely-used method for assessing the relationship between the distribution of
environmental hazard and racial disparities is host unit analysis. However, this approach has a
weakness in its ability to choose the proximity between hazardous sites and surrounding
population. This “standard” or “classical” approach has been applied by many influential studies
to evaluate the environmental inequality research ( (Anderton, Anderson, Oakes, & Fraser, 1994)
(Been & Gupta, 1997) (Boer, Pastor Jr., Sadd, & Snyder, 1997) ((GAO), 1983) (Kriesel,
Centner, & Keeler, 1996) (Sadd, Pastor Jr., Boer, & Snyder, 1999) (Wolverton, 2009)). The
methodology is straightforward. The first step is selecting a predefined geographic unit such as
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA), County, Zip-code area, Census tract, or Census Block
groups; the second step is identifying the units which “host” hazard sites. Researchers choose
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these units based on the appropriate set of comparison units which essentially do not host hazard
sites; the last step is comparing the two sets of groups. The results are the difference of
demographic characteristics between two sets. Nearly all national level studies on environmental
inequality have used this approach (Mohai & Saha, 2006).
One fundamental but implicit assumption adopted in this approach is people who live in
the host unit (treatment group) are more likely affected by the hazard site under investigation
than people living in the non-host units (control group). Researchers using the host unit analysis
method often rely on this assumption; however, this is not always the case. In fact, most of the
time this is not the case, especially when the unit of analysis is relatively small such as census
tract or census block groups.
Figure 11and Figure 12 provides simple examples to illustrate the reason why this
assumption fails. In Figure 11, the unit of analysis is a census block group. The facility
represented by a black triangle is located precisely near the boundary of the unit rather than the
center of the unit. Although in general there are many facilities that may be at the center of their
units, this example provides an especially clear example where one should consider not only the
size of the unit, but also the distance to the facility.
Because the black triangle is located in the boundary of the unit, the dark gray shaded
area will become the unit of analysis based on the “classical” approach. However, there is an
obvious reason this selection may cause problems. If there is a relationship between the location
of a pollution site and the demographics of the neighborhood (or other characteristics of the
neighborhood surrounding it) then those characteristics of the nearby units may be more similar
to the host unit rather than to a unit much farther away. In other words, if the units are relatively
small, although there is no issue in choosing dark-gray shaded area as a treatment group due to
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the presence of the facility; in reality, the characteristics in the nearby units such as light-gray
shaded areas are potentially affected by this facility as well. Therefore, only choosing one unit as
a treatment group is not accurate, and placing such nearby units in the control group may obscure
the relationship of research interest.

Figure 11: 50% areal containment using a one-mile37
On the other hand, the size of the units could vary dramatically. If the unit that contains
the facility is very large, choosing this host unit as a treatment group may not be correct either.
For example, as depicted in figure 12, the shaded unit is very large so that people who live in the
southwest area of this unit are no different from those people in the control groups who live far
away from the pollution sites. In fact, it is hard to detect a relationship between the presence of a
facility and the characteristics of the nearby population. As a result, the aggregated
characteristics of such large unit will not show an accurate relationship as well.

37

Source: figure 11 comes from Mohai & Saha (2006) page 385
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Figure 12: Large host unit38
To overcome such uncertainties happened in the previous literature and improve the
results of causality between race disparity and pollution resources, Mohai & Saha (2006)
suggested three distance-based methods: 50% areal containment method, boundary intersection
method, and areal apportionment method. This research applied the 50% areal containment
method. This approach involves matching all facilities’ location on the map, then drawing a
buffer of specified distance from the location as represented by the circle in Figure 11 and Figure
12. Since unit size varies across space, buffers often intersect part of a unit, rather then
completely encompassing or missing it.
One rule to decide whether to count a unit as treatment group within a certain distance is
including the unit in the treatment group if the buffer circle covers unit area 50% or higher and

38

Source: figure 12 comes from Mohai & Saha (2006) page 386
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exclude the unit if the buffer circle covers a unit area less than 50% regardless if this unit is the
host unit. The next step is averaging or aggregating the characteristics in this predefined
geographic unit (such as block groups, census tracts, zipcode areas, and counties). Mohai & Saha
compared their results using this method with previous national studies and found their results
were different; their results also had a more statistically significant effect of racial and other
relevant factors (Mohai & Saha, 2006). Hence, this method efficiently deals with the
irregularities of census boundary changes to track demographic changes, which is key to evaluate
the distribution of pollution sites around pollution sources over time (Mohai & Saha, 2006).

Figure 13: Calculating overall area in a unit without intersection of buffers
One fact should be noticed is the mean value and median value of the unit area in full
dataset and urban dataset are close and relatively small. In the full data, the mean and medians of
are 2.51 and 0.39 square miles, whereas they are 1.53 and 0.32 square miles in the urban dataset
(as defined in Section V). When most block groups are relatively small and contain more than
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one pollution site, the buffers created by each facility may or may not overlap. This is important
to consider when deciding which units are part of the treatment group.
There are two situations to be considered. Frist, two or more buffers appear in the same
host unit, and the buffers DO NOT intersect. I sum all area percentages from each buffer in the
host unit to calculate the final percentage. If the final percentage exceed 50% of overall host unit
area, I count it as a treatment group. For example, in figure 13, I will combine the shaded area A
and B together to determine whether the host unit is a treatment group.

Figure 14: Calculating overall area in a unit with intersection of buffers
Second, two or more buffers appear in the same host unit and the buffers DO intersect.
To avoid over calculated area, I will dissolve the intersecting boundaries before to calculate the
final percentage. For instance, in figure 14, the intersecting buffer boundaries presented as darkshaded area need to be dissolved prior to conducting the final calculation. Once this procedure is
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completed, I will use the same method to assign either treatment or control group to this host
unit.
III. Unit of Analysis
Some researchers often prefer the “scale appropriate to the impact” (Ringquist, 2005),
while others seem to favor “the smallest available scale” (Anderton, Anderson, Oakes, & Fraser,
1994). Although the unit of analysis selected by researchers is still arbitrary, Baden, Noonan, &
Turaga (2007) provide insight on the sensitivity of unit scales. They apply different scales (such
as county, zipcode, tract, and block groups) on the same logit model to predict the crossectional
distribution of 1,633 National Priorities Lists. It turns out the results are not consistent, but
smaller scales show more significancy and consistency.
In light of the previously-found results, I choose block groups as a unit of analysis. There
are two reasons why block group is preferable. First, it is the smallest unit available in the
Census database to obtain all the relevant characteristics; Second, theoretically, when the unit is
small enough and in the limit, the units near the edge of the buffer will tend to be tangent to the
circle. Even if the buffer can cross the unit, it still tends to cover more than 50% of the unit’s
area and makes the 50% containment method more accurate.
Again, as I discussed above, larger units of analysis may cause more issues when
averaging or aggregating characteristic information.
IV. Methodology
If it is true that dwelling age drives different income households to sort themselves into
different areas, then the age of housing stock may potentially affect people’s decisions whether
they are willing to locate themselves in a polluted area. Therefore, this decision is not fully
dominated by income as suggested by conventional wisdom. The hypothesis in this research is
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that dwelling age may be a previously-unconsidered driving factor that has an impact on the
location choices as well as the impact of income on proximity to hazardous areas will be
weakened after controlling for dwelling age. If dwelling age turns out to be a statistically
significant factor, then business cycles could be another potential component to determine
housing decisions because business cycles will affect the speed of the gentrification. This pattern
is likely to hold because older houses were likely built around industrial factories for city
development purposes at an earlier time.
Three multivariate specifications of the pollution exposure model are estimated in this
study. In the equations below, the βs are, throughout, coefficients of vectors. The letter i indexes
census block groups.
The first specification in the pair of equations below uses only race and ethnicity as
independent variables. There are two reasons to examine this basic estimation: first is to confirm
the data offers a valid relationship in the conventional wisdom as well as obtain the baseline
estimation about housing age; second is the income and race are often confounding sorting
issues.
The equation (1) is the basic equation in most previous research that tests the relationship
between the distribution of facilities and racial disparity to the exposure, while equation (2) adds
the housing age variable into the analysis to compare the changes in racial disparity.
𝑇𝑅𝐼𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖

(1)

𝑇𝑅𝐼𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑖 + 𝛽2 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖

(2)

where TRI is a binary dependent variable, it equals 1 if the unit contains at least one facility and a
one-mile buffer centered from the facility covers at least 50% of the unit’s area, otherwise it
equals 0. This measurement method will be adopted in all other specifications. Demographic
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includes the percentage of Non-Hispanic White alone, the percentage of Non-Hispanic Black
alone, the percentage of Non-Hispanic Asian alone, the percentage of Hispanic alone, and
percentage of Non-Hispanic others (Non-Hispanic White alone is omitted in the regression as a
baseline). Housing age is either actual number of housing in different year intervals or
aggregated block unit age (for more details of this calculation, see section V).
The second specification in the equations (3) and (4) adds a quadratic form of income
into the first specification. It is worthy to notice that the previous literature suggest that the
relationship between pollution site and income are normally non-linear ( (Brooks & Sethi, 1997)
(Ash & Fetter, 2004)). It is so called Environmental Kuznets Curve as described below:
The environmental Kuznets curve (EKC) is a hypothesized relationship between
environmental quality and economic development: various indicators of environmental
degradation tend to get worse as modern economic growth occurs until average income
reaches a certain point over the course of development (Shafik, 1994).
Although the subject of continuing debate, some evidence supports the claim that
environmental health indicators, such as air pollution, show the inverted U-shaped curve
(Tierney, 2009). Intuitively, a firm will not choose a location in an extremely poor area where
there is little economic activity. In order to stimulate local economic activities, policymakers
may try to encourage certain firms with hazardous plants to come into the area, but when
residents’ income increases to a certain level, then they will fight to prevent pollution in the area.
𝑇𝑅𝐼𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑖 + 𝛽3 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖 + 𝛽4 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 2 𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖

(3)

𝑇𝑅𝐼𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑖 + 𝛽2 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖 + 𝛽3 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖 + 𝛽4 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 2 𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖

(4)

The last specification in the equations (5) and (6) adds complex independent variables
suggested by previous studies ( (Mohai & Saha, 2006) (Arora & Cason, 1999) (Been, 1995)
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(Boer, Pastor Jr., Sadd, & Snyder, 1997) (Depro, Timmins, & O'Neil, 2012) (Gamper-Rabindran
& Timmins, 2011) (Gamper-Rabindran & Timmins, 2012) (Sadd, Pastor Jr., Boer, & Snyder,
1999) (Wolverton, 2009)), such as total population density, total population, median housing
value, percentage of children, percentage of high school dropout, percentage of bachelor degree
owned. This information is all included in X.
𝑇𝑅𝐼𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑖 + 𝛽3 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖 + 𝛽4 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 2 𝑖 + 𝛽5 𝑿𝒊 + 𝜀𝑖
𝑇𝑅𝐼𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑖 + 𝛽2 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖 + 𝛽3 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖 + 𝛽4 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 2 𝑖

(5)

(6)

+ 𝛽5 𝑿𝒊 + 𝜀𝑖
V. Data Description and Summary Statistics
In this research, the dependent variable will be the distribution of Toxics Release
Inventory (TRI) facilities. The TRI was established in 1986 by the Emergency Planning and
Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA). In 1990, Congress passed the Pollution Prevention
Act (PPA), which required that facilities report additional data on waste management and source
reduction activities under TRI (EPA, Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) Program, 2013). The
number of the facilities and number of chemicals varies over the years based on the changing of
regulatory development activities.
To match the TRI data with U.S. census demographics, I focus on the year 2000 along
with the facilities reported at that time. Excluding the facilities in Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico,
and territory islands (232 facilities in total number), there is a total of 23,943 TRI facilities in
2000. Within this total, 23,353 facilities are actively operating, 581 are closed, and 9 facilities are
inactive. Closed and inactive facilities may or may not be a continuing dis-amenity. Even if they
are not, they may continue to have lagging correlations with demographics. However, I only
focus on the results from active facilities.
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Most of the independent variables either come from 2000 Census block groups data
directly or are constructed manually. All details of each variable are described as following:
There is a total of five variables that indicate the possibility that the TRI site may treat
people differently based on race or ethnicity. These variables are percentage Non-Hispanic
White alone, “% White”; percentage Non-Hispanic Black alone, “% Black”; percentage NonHispanic Asian alone, “% Asian”; percentage Hispanic alone, “% Hispanic”; and percentage all
other race, “% other race”.
The most relevant factor closely associated with residents’ willingness to pay for
environmental quality or amenity should be income. “Median income (in 10000)” represents
“median household income in 1999 dollars” in thousands of dollars.
The main new variable that I am interested in this research is the age of the housing
stock. The Census 2000 records number of homes built before 1939, every ten years from 1940
to 1989, and a different year interval between 1990 to March 2000 (comes from Census 2000
SF3). There are two ways to analyze the correlation between housing stock age and proximity to
a TRI site. One way is to look at each year interval. In this approach, one can compare how the
neighborhood change in the different year by using dummy year interval. The percentage of
housing in different years is calculated by dividing the number of houses built in a year interval
by the total number of houses in the block group.
Another way is, other than using these actual year intervals as variables; one can
aggregate the housing age in a block group and assign each unit an average“age”. Therefore, the
second housing age variable used is the average of housing age, “Average age”39.

39

To construct this variable, the first step is to calculate the housing age for each time period which is 2000 minus
the median year of each interval (for instance, 1945 is median year for time period 1940 to 1949). For the simplicity,
year 1990 to March 2000 are grouped together. The second step is manually to calculate the percentage of each year
interval in each block group. The way is straightforward: the number of houses in each year interval divides into
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As I discussed above, some huge block groups may not be good analysis units; hence,
any areas bigger than 26 square miles are dropped from the dataset, which accounts for about
10.6 percent of total data (number of observations drop to 188,941 from 209,954).
Population density is calculated by dividing total population into total square miles
within a block group. The intuition to use population density is if the TRI site needs to
compensate each member or household in the neighborhoods which are close to it, then the more
densely populated neighborhoods are, the costlier to the TRI site. Therefore, the facility will be
less likely to locate in a densely-populated area.
“% bachelor degree” is included to represent the percentage of people who are over 25
years old and completed a bachelor degree in the block group, and” % high school dropout”
represents school dropout percentage rate for people who are between 16-19 years old in the
block group. These two variables are used to control for educational status.
To control potential economic activities in the area, “% unemployment rate”, the
unemployment rate in percentage, is included. As Arora & Cason (1999) suggested, this study
also includes the variable which potentially affects people’s decision whether to choose a
location near the TRI: percentage of a household having children under 18-year-old, “%
Children under 18”.
Beside all demographic and housing characteristics, there is also a constructed
geographic variable which is called “Urban”. Most people live in a Metro Urban area; therefore,
looking at relevant analysis areas may give a better understanding of the resident’s location

total number of houses in the block group. The last step, then, is to multiply the median age by the percentage of
houses built in the time period and aggregate across time periods. The formula is 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑔𝑒 =
∑ % 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡∗ (2000−𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑)
100
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choice. This is a binary variable. It equals to 1 if 60 percent of housing units are concentrated
locating in the urban boundary40 in a census block.
Table 22 shows the summary statistics for the 50% containment unit analysis in both full
data and urban data. Column (1) show more than 50% area containment (treatment group);
whereas column (2) indicates less than 50% area containment (control group). Using a one-mile
buffer, the pattern of the results is consistent with priors of environmental justice advocates. For
example, except percentages of White, all other percentages of races are greater in the treatment
group. The largest difference is percentages of Black with about 7.96 percentage points higher in
the treatment group. On the other hand, the percentage of White is 14.77 percentage points less
in the treatment group. Median household income and median house value all tend to be higher
in the control group. These results suggest there is racial disparity and income differential to TRI
exposure national wide.
With a one-mile buffer, the average housing age in the treatment group is about 9 years
older than the dwelling age in the control group, which suggested older houses are likely to
surround TRI facility sites. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that dwelling age
may be a new driving factor that has an impact on the decision of households to locate closer to
those more polluted areas.
When breaking down the percentages of houses in different year intervals, the results also
confirmed this relationship. More houses built after 1960 are likely away from TRI facility sites;

40

In the 2000 census, The U.S. Census Bureau classifies as urban all territory, population, and housing units located
within urbanized areas (UAs) and urban clusters (UCs). An urban cluster (UC) consists of a densely-settled territory
that has at least 2,500 people but fewer than 50,000 people. An urbanized area (UA) consists of densely settled territory
that contains 50,000 or more people (Census Bureau). The U.S. Census Bureau introduced the UC for Census 2000
to provide a more consistent and accurate measure of the population concentration in and around places. In this study,
however, both UA and UC are considered as urban boundaries, as long as there are more than 60% of housing units
in a block group and the housing units fall in the urban boundary, it will be considered as an urban area. Although
threshold is relatively random, when we vary this threshold any percentage from 60 – 90 there is no significant
variation in results.
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Table 22: Summary statistics of all variables
50% containment estimation
VARIABLES
% White
% Black
% Asian
% Hispanic
% Other Race
Average Age
% of house built 1999-March 2000
% of house built 1995-1998
% of house built 1990-1994
% of house built 1980-1989
% of house built 1970-1979
% of house built 1960-1969
% of house built 1950-1959
% of house built 1940-1949
% of house built before 1939
Median Household Income in 1000
Median Household Value in 1000
Total Population
Population Density
% Children under 18
% Unemployment
% High School Dropout
% Bachelor Degree Owned
Observations

Treatment
Group
57.47
(34.83)
19.71
(29.60)
3.404
(6.878)
16.87
(24.14)
2.546
(2.647)
42.62
(11.99)
0.963
(3.254)
2.955
(6.517)
3.151
(5.792)
8.144
(11.24)
12.67
(13.15)
14.13
(12.23)
17.65
(14.14)
12.35
(10.13)
27.99
(24.45)
37.77
(18.17)
114.4
(89.41)
1,222
(719.9)
10,026
(16,648)
0.223
(0.0659)
8.321
(7.755)
13.13
(17.59)
18.21
(16.05)
48,051

Control Group
72.24
(29.12)
11.75
(22.52)
3.177
(6.782)
10.47
(17.96)
2.367
(3.800)
33.31
(12.49)
1.997
(4.615)
6.127
(9.199)
6.409
(8.337)
14.60
(14.61)
18.65
(15.09)
14.83
(12.78)
14.84
(14.80)
7.974
(9.285)
14.58
(18.48)
48.30
(24.40)
140.6
(117.6)
1,431
(933.9)
5,262
(12,325)
0.225
(0.0609)
5.773
(5.722)
9.002
(14.14)
25.34
(18.58)
133,754

50% containment estimation
Urban Area Only
Treatment
Control Group
Group
57.27
69.88
(34.83)
(29.71)
19.80
12.66
(29.66)
(23.40)
3.423
3.580
(6.896)
(7.155)
16.95
11.48
(24.18)
(18.68)
2.554
2.401
(2.650)
(3.212)
42.63
33.55
(12.01)
(12.88)
0.961
1.892
(3.257)
(4.744)
2.943
5.762
(6.512)
(9.454)
3.141
6.127
(5.799)
(8.598)
8.133
14.43
(11.26)
(15.26)
12.65
18.52
(13.16)
(15.82)
14.14
15.35
(12.26)
(13.40)
17.69
15.66
(14.17)
(15.49)
12.38
8.258
(10.15)
(9.742)
27.96
14.00
(24.48)
(18.86)
37.79
49.39
(18.21)
(25.28)
114.7
146.9
(89.60)
(122.0)
1,224
1,472
(721.3)
(975.1)
10,086
5,990
(16,685)
(13,018)
0.223
0.224
(0.0661)
(0.0632)
8.338
5.845
(7.765)
(5.897)
13.15
8.963
(17.61)
(14.35)
18.25
26.80
(16.08)
(19.04)
47,737
116,957

Standard Deviation in the Parenthesis
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while houses built before 1960 are likely closer to TRI facility sites. For instance, the control
group contains about 6.46% more houses built in the 1980s than in the treatment group and
13.41% fewer houses built before 1940.
Unemployment rates and high school dropout rates tend to be higher in the treatment
group (about 2.55% and 4.13% higher respectively), while the control group contains about
7.13% more people who hold a bachelor degree. These results might be due to income sorting:
less educated people are less likely to find a job so that live closer to TRI facility sites where
house rent is cheaper, while educated people who are rich are willing to pay more living in a
less-polluted place. The interesting fact is there is not much difference for the percent of children
under 18 years older between two groups.
The third and fourth column of Table 22 focuses on statistics for the 50% containment
unit analysis only in urban areas. When compared with the first two columns in Table 22, the last
two columns show a very similar pattern that white people tend to live away from TRI sites and
Black, Hispanic and other race populations tend to live closer although the percentage changes
are smaller. There is also a difference between the first and last columns for the Asian group.
When you look at all areas (the first two columns), Asian people are more likely in the treatment
group; however, in the urban area only, Asian people are more likely in the control group.
Age variables are the same as before. The control group tends to contain younger houses
than the treatment group. Median household income disparity increases about 1.1% when only
focusing on urban areas. The pattern and trend of all other variables are very similar to the rest of
the Table 22 shows.
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VI. Empirical Results
Table 23 reports the results for the first specification of the baseline estimation that been
applied by most previous studies. First three columns show the results of the logit estimation
which provide the direction of the relationship. Last three columns show the marginal effect of
the logit estimation which offers the magnitude of the likelihood to be exposed to pollution.
Column 1 indicates the racial disparity comparison with the percentage of White being
omitted. All minorities and/or Blacks are likely to live closer and more exposed to TRI facility
sites. It is not hard to tell, in column (4), the Hispanic group has the largest effect. An increase of
1% in the Hispanic population will increase 0.29% points probability to live within a one-mile
buffer zone, followed by Other Race and Black, 0.27% points and 0.23% points respectively.
This finding not surprisingly confirms previous studies.
Column (2) and (3) adds average housing age and the number of houses built in each year
interval, respectively, into the basic naïve regression. Average housing age illustrates that older
houses are more likely located near TRI facility sites. Houses that are one year older will have an
increase of about 0.88%-point probability to be exposed to affected pollution areas.
By controlling the number of houses in each year interval, the results are consistent with
the observation in the summary statistics. Compared with the omitted group wherein houses were
built between 1999 to March 2000, all the houses built earlier on are more likely to be exposed to
polluted areas, in another word, the new properties are likely to sit in the suburbs. The marginal
effects increase as a step with a jump around the 1970s, for example, the marginal effect for
houses built in 1970s is 0.19% points and in 1960s is 0.32% points. These results suggest that the
newer housing normally will be located away from those TRI sites. In addition, the coefficients
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on Black and other race variables fall in column (2) and column (3), after controlling for housing
age, but remain positive and stay significant.
Table 23: 50 Containment analysis - first specification
VARIABLES
% Black
% Asian
% Hispanic
% Other Race

Logit Model Estimation
(1)
(2)
(3)
0.01354***
(0.00109)
0.00802**
(0.00396)
0.01679***
(0.00251)
0.01575***
(0.00586)

Average Age

0.00902***
(0.00097)
0.00846
(0.00643)
0.01517***
(0.00187)
0.01149**
(0.00521)
0.05635***
(0.00274)

% of house built 95-98
% of house built 90-94
% of house built 80-89
% of house built 70-79
% of house built 60-69
% of house built 50-59
% of house built 40-49
% of house built
before 1939

Observations
Chi-square
Pseudo R-squared
Controlled income
Controlled all other
characteristics

185,230
245.8
0.0381
No
No

185,230
861.1
0.118
No
No

0.00958***
(0.00096)
0.00894
(0.00644)
0.01586***
(0.00191)
0.01109**
(0.00519)

(4)
0.00232***
(0.00020)
0.00138**
(0.00069)
0.00288***
(0.00044)
0.00270***
(0.00099)

Marginal Effect
(5)
0.00141***
(0.00015)
0.00132
(0.00100)
0.00236***
(0.00030)
0.00179**
(0.00081)
0.00878***
(0.00043)

(6)
0.00149***
(0.00015)
0.00139
(0.00100)
0.00246***
(0.00031)
0.00172**
(0.00080)

0.00787*
(0.00413)
0.00123
(0.00351)
0.00943***
(0.00365)
0.01231***
(0.00324)
0.02058***
(0.00368)
0.02189***
(0.00322)
0.02623***
(0.00360)
0.03969***

0.00122*
(0.00064)
0.00019
(0.00054)
0.00146***
(0.00057)
0.00191***
(0.00051)
0.00319***
(0.00058)
0.00340***
(0.00051)
0.00407***
(0.00057)
0.00616***

(0.00352)

(0.00055)

185,230
1116
0.119
No
No

185,230

185,230

185,230

No
No

No
No

No
No

Note: 1. All logit regressions are weighted by population in a block group, and all standard errors are clustered by
county level.
2. In this group of estimations, it only focusses on the TRI site are currently active.
3. Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table 24: 50 Containment analysis - second specification
VARIABLES
% Black
% Asian
% Hispanic
% Other Race

(1)

Logit Model Estimation
(2)
(3)

0.00747***
(0.00138)
0.01704***
(0.00497)
0.01126***
(0.00286)
0.00266
(0.00587)

Average Age

0.00572***
(0.00114)
0.01396**
(0.00703)
0.01193***
(0.00205)
0.00296
(0.00536)
0.05352***
(0.00282)

% of house built 95-98
% of house built 90-94
% of house built 80-89
% of house built 70-79
% of house built 60-69
% of house built 50-59
% of house built 40-49
% of house built
before 1939
Med. HH Income
Med. HH Inc. Sq.

Observations
Chi-square
Pseudo R-squared
Controlled income
Controlled all other
variables

0.00632***
(0.00112)
0.01457**
(0.00715)
0.01260***
(0.00207)
0.00316
(0.00535)

(4)
0.00125***
(0.00024)
0.00285***
(0.00084)
0.00189***
(0.00050)
0.00045
(0.00098)

Marginal Effect
(5)
0.00088***
(0.00018)
0.00216**
(0.00109)
0.00184***
(0.00033)
0.00046
(0.00083)
0.00827***
(0.00045)

(6)
0.00097***
(0.00017)
0.00224**
(0.00110)
0.00194***
(0.00033)
0.00049
(0.00082)

0.00587
(0.00437)
0.00047
(0.00371)
0.00681*
(0.00389)
0.00755**
(0.00350)
0.01807***
(0.00391)
0.01995***
(0.00347)
0.02144***
(0.00383)
0.03543***

0.00090
(0.00068)
0.00007
(0.00057)
0.00105*
(0.00060)
0.00116**
(0.00054)
0.00278***
(0.00061)
0.00307***
(0.00054)
0.00330***
(0.00060)
0.00545***

-0.0284***
(0.00497)
0.00007**
(0.00003)

-0.0128***
(0.00397)
-0.00001
(0.00002)

(0.00374)
-0.0121***
(0.00398)
-0.00001
(0.00002)

185,230
855.6
0.0598
Yes
No

185,230
1385
0.126
Yes
No

185,230
1630
0.128
Yes
No

-0.0048***
(0.00078)
0.00001**
(0.00000)

-0.0020***
(0.00060)
-0.00000
(0.00000)

(0.00058)
-0.0019***
(0.00060)
-0.00000
(0.00000)

185,230

185,230

185,230

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Note: 1. All logit regressions are weighted by population in a block group, and all standard errors are clustered by
county level.
2. In this group of estimations, it only focusses on the TRI site are currently active.
3. Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table 24 report the second specification by using 50 containment analysis method. It
adds median household income and median household income squared into the first
specification. The sign of coefficients on racial variables is same as before. Other Race is not
statistically significant, but Asian is more robust. At the margin depicted in the column (4) - (6),
the effects of Black and Hispanic become as little as half in the second specification. It proves
that income plays a predominate role in this racial disparity location. Additionally, another
important observation to be aware of is that adding housing age indicator variables into equations
does not change racial variables much at the margin much except Black.
Income variable is statistically significant and negatively correlated with the probability
of exposure to TRI site as expected. Once controlling for dwelling age, the effect at the margin is
significantly attenuated. In the aggregate age regression, the marginal effect of income drops
about 50%, from 0.48% points to 0.20% points. It is slightly larger in reduction when using the
year interval regression, the marginal effect declines 0.30% points. Income is conventionally
believed to be the most dominant factor in location choice; however, these results suggest
housing age also have the power to alter people into different areas. This is also consistent with
the results found by Brueckner & Rosenthal (2009).
The more comprehensive analysis in the third specification is shown in Table 25. In this
specification, it contains the most relevant variables suggested in the previous studies. Column
(1) reports the regression analyzed by previous environmental justice research. All variables are
statistically significant at a 1% level except percentages of Other Race and household median
income square. Racial variables, percent of unemployment, and percent of high school dropout
are positively correlated with exposure to TRI facility sites, while median household income,
percent of bachelor degree completed, and % children under 18-year-old are negatively
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correlated with exposure to TRI sites within the one-mile buffers. These findings are similar with
previous environmental justice studies.
Table 25: 50 Containment analysis - third specification
VARIABLES
% Black
% Asian
% Hispanic
% Other Race

Logit Model Estimation
(1)
(2)
(3)
0.00599***
(0.00125)
0.01493**
(0.00589)
0.00992***
(0.00271)
0.00098
(0.00561)

Average Age

0.00491***
(0.00115)
0.01705**
(0.00695)
0.01034***
(0.00211)
0.00264
(0.00544)
0.05391***
(0.00241)

% of house built 95-98

% of house built 80-89
% of house built 70-79
% of house built 60-69
% of house built 50-59
% of house built 40-49
% of house built
before 1939

Med. HH Inc. Sq.
Observations
Chi-square
Pseudo R-squared
Controlled income
Controlled all other
variables

0.00098***
(0.00021)
0.00244**
(0.00096)
0.00162***
(0.00046)
0.00016
(0.00092)

0.00076***
(0.00018)
0.00263**
(0.00107)
0.00159***
(0.00033)
0.00041
(0.00084)
0.00830***
(0.00038)

0.00701
(0.00463)
0.00153
(0.00380)
0.00799*
(0.00408)
0.00839**
(0.00374)
0.01911***
(0.00414)
0.02024***
(0.00368)
0.02219***
(0.00409)
0.03686***

% of house built 90-94

Med. HH Income

0.00571***
(0.00113)
0.01836***
(0.00706)
0.01141***
(0.00211)
0.00328
(0.00541)

(4)

Marginal Effect
(5)

-0.0133***
(0.00478)
0.00001
(0.00003)
181,483
1384
0.0809
Yes
Yes

-0.00699
(0.00427)
-0.00000
(0.00002)
181,483
2241
0.128
Yes
Yes

(0.00378)
-0.00563
(0.00426)
-0.00001
(0.00002)
181,483
2818
0.130
Yes
Yes

(6)
0.00087***
(0.00017)
0.00281***
(0.00108)
0.00175***
(0.00033)
0.00050
(0.00083)

0.00107
(0.00071)
0.00023
(0.00058)
0.00122*
(0.00063)
0.00129**
(0.00058)
0.00293***
(0.00064)
0.00310***
(0.00057)
0.00340***
(0.00064)
0.00565***

-0.0022***
(0.00076)
0.00000
(0.00001)
181,483

-0.00108*
(0.00065)
-0.00000
(0.00001)
181,483

(0.00059)
-0.00086
(0.00065)
-0.00000
(0.00001)
181,483

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Note: 1. All logit regressions are weighted by population in a block group, and all standard errors are clustered by
county level. The other controlled variables are not reported here included total Population, population density, the
percentage of children under 18, the percentage of bachelor degree owned, the percentage of the unemployment rate,
and percentage of high school dropout.
2. In this group of estimations, it only focusses on the TRI site are currently active.
3. Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Again, column (2) and column (3) include average age and year interval into the analysis.
The marginal effect in column (5) and column (6) shows all racial variable still stay positive
compared with % White. This result suggests that African American and minority groups are still
likely to be exposed to polluted areas. Moreover, controlling for housing age variables (average
age and year interval) did not change the likelihood much at the margin. This likelihood varies as
small as 0.003% point in Hispanic, and as large as 0.04% point in Asian. However, the marginal
effect of median household income dropped sharply at 50% and 60% (0.11% points and 0.09%
points from 0.22% points), respectively. Furthermore, the statistical power of the
medianhousehold income reduced as well. The median household income is significant at 10%
level in average housing age equation and not significant at all in the year interval equation. This
outcome confirms the findings from the second specification: housing age variables do take
power away from income effect.
The probability to be located near TRI facility sites increases 0.10% points associated
with one year increase in the average age regression, and this magnitude is very steady and
robust across all three specifications. In addition, in the year interval analysis, there is always a
jumping point around the 1970s. The probability of exposure to polluted areas before 1970 is
more than doubled across all three specifications. It suggests the policies to abate air pollution
issued in the 1970s effectively decreased exposure (due to closure or inactive of the factories);
therefore, the likelihood to reside in air pollution areas significantly fell.
Now I turn our focus on the urban area only. Urban areas are considered more developed
areas with a higher population density which potentially increases the possibility of people to
locate in a polluted area. The signs on the coefficient in the urban area estimation are consistent
compared with the all area estimation. In the first specification of Table 26, coefficients are
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smaller and more insignificant on the percentage of Asian, an only slight variation on the rest of
racial variables. However, the age variables are larger at the margin in Table 27 column (1)
which only focuses on urban areas.
In Table 26 column (5), (6), (8) and (9), the coefficient pattern in both specifications is
similar to previous estimations shown in Table 24 and Table 25. The result of the income effect
is also robust. In Table 27 column (5) and (6), the coefficient on median household income
dropped 0.29% points in average age estimation and 0.32% points in year interval estimation,
respectively. As a result, including age variables makes the effect of income attenuate by more
than half. This also can be found in Table 27 column (7) - (9), the marginal effect of median
household income also drops 44% and 60% (from 0.25% points to 0.14% points and 0.10%
points), respectively.
All these results suggest that income effects are significant attenuated after I control
housing age variables, therefore, the hypothesis is confirmed that the dwelling age is a new
driving factor that has impact on the decision of households to locate to those more polluted
areas rather than pure income effect; the impact of income on proximity to hazardous area will
be weakened after controlling dwelling age.
Furthermore, the findings in three specifications in two different areas indicate housing
age is matter when people to choose where to live. This fact implies that when the houses reach
their serving period (for example, based on Brueckner & Rosenthal (2009)’ model, house
normally can stand for about 60-70 year), gentrificantion may change the status of neighborhood,
it potentially attracts more upper-middle class resident so that replacing the characteristics of the
neighborhood. Since wealthier people are willing to pay more to avoid pollution in their living
area, I then may see some of those pollution site will either shut down or be inactive (potentially
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Table 26: Logit model estimation of 50 containment analysis urban area sample
Third Specification
(8)
(9)
0.00220*
0.00333***
(0.00119)
(0.00116)
% Asian
0.01405**
0.01592**
(0.00679)
(0.00693)
% Hispanic
0.00691*** 0.00841***
(0.00217)
(0.00219)
% Other Race
-0.00121
-0.00096
(0.00685)
(0.00691)
Average Age
0.05069***
(0.00238)
% of house built 95-98
0.00828**
0.00609
0.00759*
(0.00387)
(0.00412)
(0.00436)
% of house built 90-94
0.00169
0.00095
0.00221
(0.00320)
(0.00341)
(0.00347)
% of house built 80-89
0.00805**
0.00484
0.00596
(0.00337)
(0.00362)
(0.00380)
% of house built 70-79
0.01215***
0.00662**
0.00697**
(0.00300)
(0.00326)
(0.00349)
% of house built 60-69
0.01864***
0.01550***
0.01611***
(0.00343)
(0.00366)
(0.00390)
% of house built 50-59
0.01964***
0.01711***
0.01617***
(0.00298)
(0.00326)
(0.00347)
% of house built 40-49
0.02425***
0.01855***
0.01820***
(0.00343)
(0.00367)
(0.00397)
% of house built before 1939
0.03930***
0.03429***
0.03552***
(0.00335)
(0.00356)
(0.00354)
Med HH Income
-0.03111*** -0.01563*** -0.01439*** -0.01465*** -0.00876**
-0.00632
(0.00506)
(0.00403)
(0.00407)
(0.00476)
(0.00426)
(0.00427)
Med HH Inc. sq.
0.00007**
-0.00000
-0.00001
0.00002
0.00000
-0.00001
(0.00003)
(0.00003)
(0.00003)
(0.00003)
(0.00002)
(0.00002)
Observations
167,902
167,902
167,902
167,902
167,902
167,902
164,401
164,401
164,401
Chi-square
186.5
793.3
1052
827.2
1372
1618
1453
2257
2918
Pseudo R-squared
0.0308
0.110
0.113
0.0584
0.122
0.125
0.0833
0.126
0.130
Controlled income
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Controlled all other variables
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Note: 1. All logit regressions are weighted by population in a block group, and all standard errors are clustered by county level. The other controlled variables are not reported in
specification 3 included total Population, population density, the percentage of children under 18, the percentage of bachelor degree owned, the percentage of the unemployment
rate, and percentage of high school dropout.
2. In this group of estimations, it only focuses on the TRI site are currently active and also an urban area which is defined as at least 60% of the house are located in the
urban cluster in a block group.
3. Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
VARIABLES
% Black

First Specification
(1)
(2)
0.01209***
0.00752***
(0.00112)
(0.00100)
0.00264
0.00356
(0.00391)
(0.00623)
0.01495***
0.01336***
(0.00258)
(0.00193)
0.01963***
0.01242*
(0.00743)
(0.00638)
0.05476***
(0.00269)

(3)
0.00821***
(0.00098)
0.00410
(0.00625)
0.01421***
(0.00199)
0.01125*
(0.00637)

Second Specification
(4)
(5)
0.00508***
0.00342***
(0.00144)
(0.00117)
0.01226**
0.00967
(0.00479)
(0.00682)
0.00847***
0.00929***
(0.00296)
(0.00214)
0.00133
0.00001
(0.00737)
(0.00673)
0.05127***
(0.00276)

(6)
0.00422***
(0.00114)
0.01038
(0.00696)
0.01017***
(0.00218)
-0.00036
(0.00677)

(7)
0.00309**
(0.00131)
0.01181**
(0.00578)
0.00618**
(0.00278)
-0.00232
(0.00703)
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Table 27: Marginal effect of 50% containment logit model estimation urban area sample
VARIABLES
% Black
% Asian
% Hispanic
% Other Race
Average Age
% of house built 1995-1998

(1)

First Specification
(2)

0.00220***
(0.00021)
0.00048
(0.00071)
0.00272***
(0.00048)
0.00357***
(0.00134)

0.00124***
(0.00016)
0.00059
(0.00103)
0.00221***
(0.00033)
0.00205*
(0.00105)
0.00905***
(0.00044)

Second Specification
(5)

(3)

(4)

0.00135***
(0.00016)
0.00067
(0.00103)
0.00233***
(0.00034)
0.00184*
(0.00104)

0.00090***
(0.00026)
0.00216**
(0.00085)
0.00150***
(0.00054)
0.00024
(0.00130)

0.00056***
(0.00019)
0.00158
(0.00112)
0.00152***
(0.00036)
0.00000
(0.00110)
0.00837***
(0.00046)

Third Specification
(8)

(6)

(7)

0.00068***
(0.00019)
0.00168
(0.00113)
0.00165***
(0.00036)
-0.00006
(0.00110)

0.00053**
(0.00023)
0.00203**
(0.00099)
0.00106**
(0.00048)
-0.00040
(0.00121)

0.00036*
(0.00019)
0.00228**
(0.00110)
0.00112***
(0.00036)
-0.00020
(0.00111)
0.00822***
(0.00040)

(9)

0.00054***
(0.00019)
0.00256**
(0.00111)
0.00135***
(0.00036)
-0.00015
(0.00111)

0.00136**
(0.00064)
0.00028
(0.00053)
0.00132**
(0.00055)
0.00199***
(0.00050)
0.00306***
(0.00057)
0.00322***
(0.00050)
0.00398***
(0.00057)
0.00645***
(0.00055)

0.00099
0.00122*
(0.00067)
(0.00070)
% of house built 1990-1994
0.00015
0.00036
(0.00055)
(0.00056)
% of house built 1980-1989
0.00079
0.00096
(0.00059)
(0.00061)
% of house built 1970-1979
0.00107**
0.00112**
(0.00053)
(0.00057)
% of house built 1960-1969
0.00251***
0.00259***
(0.00060)
(0.00063)
% of house built 1950-1959
0.00277***
0.00260***
(0.00054)
(0.00057)
% of house built 1940-1949
0.00301***
0.00293***
(0.00060)
(0.00065)
% of house built before 1939
0.00556***
0.00571***
(0.00058)
(0.00058)
Median Household Income
-0.00549*** -0.00255*** -0.00233*** -0.00251*** -0.00142**
-0.00102
(0.00083)
(0.00064)
(0.00064)
(0.00079)
(0.00068)
(0.00068)
Median Household Income square
0.00001**
-0.00000
-0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
-0.00000
(0.00001)
(0.00000)
(0.00000)
(0.00000)
(0.00000)
(0.00000)
Observations
167,902
167,902
167,902
167,902
167,902
167,902
164,401
164,401
164,401
Controlled income
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Controlled all other variables
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Note: 1. All logit regressions are weighted by population in a block group, and all standard errors are clustered by county level. The other controlled variables are not reported in
specification 3 included total Population, population density, the percentage of children under 18, the percentage of bachelor degree owned, the percentage of the unemployment
rate, and percentage of high school dropout.
2. In this group of estimations, it only focuses on the TRI sites are currently active and also an urban area which is defined as at least 60% of the house are located in the
urban cluster in a block group.
3. Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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relocated). In the meantime, the TRI facilities may force to be moved and located in the
neighborhoods that contain elder houses. It is because those older houses will alter the
composition and income status in the neighborhood, and this sorting process make TRI
site easier to discriminate minority races and Blacks by compensating less money.
VII. Conclusion
This study is inspired by the work of Brueckner & Rosenthal (2009), and it
examines the relationship between dwelling age and exposure to TRI facility sites.
Conventional Environmental Justice literature suggests the following: on the one hand,
TRI facilities will tend to be located disproportionally in minority and Black
neighborhoods or low-income neighborhoods; on the other hand, low-income households
or minority and Black households will sort themselves into the areas with those TRI sites.
What this study found is other than race characteristics and income status, housing age is
another factor that affects people’s decision on where to live. The three main
observations are described as following:
First of all, the block groups with more than 50% of their area covered by a onemile buffer created by TRI facility sites are more likely to contain older houses than their
counterpart block groups. Generally, in the average housing age case, the probability to
be located near TRI facility sites increases 0.10% points associated with one-year
increase of aggregating block groups housing age.
Secondly, the newer house is, the less likely the house will be close to a polluted
area. It is clear that the proximity to TRI sites in other year interval presents as a stepped
structure41 when compared with a house built between 1999 to March 2000. All the

41

See figures in Appendix 8 - 10. Figure 4a, 4b, 4c show the results for only active TRI sites in all area by
using the 50% containment method; Figure 5a, 5b, 5c show the results for only active TRI sites in urban
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houses built before 1999 will approach to the TRI sites, the earlier built time is, the
higher probability of closing to a TRI site will be.
Last and most important finding in this chapter is the marginal effect of income
declines about half after controlling housing age indicator variables, but the magnitude of
racial variables only change slightly. It suggests that age of the house is not only the
driven force to determine the income (Brueckner & Rosenthal, 2009), but also it enables
the people to sort into a different area.

area by using the 50% containment method; Figure 6a, 6b, 6c show the results for all TRI sites in all area
by using the 50% containment method.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: The snapshot of www.spotcrime.com
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Appendix 2: SpotCrime apps from Apple store
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Appendix 3: The proxy stations for PM2.5
Chicago contains 6 stations (Missing year 2011-2013)
Original Station Monitors

Latitude

Longitude

1

41.687165

-87.539315

2

41.70757

-87.568574

3

41.7514

-87.713488

4

41.834243

-87.6238

5

41.912862

-87.722723

6

41.965485

-87.749928

1

41.585496

-87.474486

2

41.636127

-87.440843

3

41.678349

-87.508345

Proxy Station Monitors

Note: There are three proxy station monitors are used for Chicago through 2011 to 2013
due to unavailability of data. These station monitors are near border of Illinois state and
Indiana state. The first station monitor is in Indiana state which is about 3.5 miles away
from first original station monitors in the list; the second and third station monitors are
about 10 miles away from first station monitor in the list in 2011 and 2012. Year 2013
only has first two proxy station monitors available in Indiana state.
Los Angeles contains 1 stations (Missing year 2014)
Original Station Monitors
1

Latitude

Longitude

34.06659

-118.22688

34.06659

-118.317

Proxy Station Monitors
1

Note: There are one proxy stations monitor is used for Los Angeles due to unavailability
of data. It is about 11 miles from the monitor in Los Angeles for 2014
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Appendix 4: The proxy stations for PM10
New York contain 7 stations
Stations number

Latitude

Longitude

1

40.57811

-74.1843

2

40.58027

-74.19832

3

40.58056

-74.15178

4

40.58806

-74.16882

5

40.59664

-74.12525

6

40.71961

-73.94771

7

40.81618

-73.902

1

40.720989

-74.192892

2

40.725454

-74.05229

3

40.854583

-73.967772

Proxy Stations

Note: There are three proxy station monitors in New Jersey are used for New York
through 2006 to 2014 due to unavailability of data. The first proxy station monitor is
about 15 miles away from the fifth original station monitor in the list; the second station
monitor is about 7 miles away from the sixth original station monitor in the list; the third
station monitor is about 8 miles away from the last original station monitor in the list.
The first proxy station monitor data are use in 2014; the second proxy station monitor
data is used through 2005 to 2014; the last proxy station monitor data is used through
2005 to 2009.
Chicago contains 2 stations
Original Station Monitors

Latitude

Longitude

1

41.656518

-87.589574

2

41.687165

-87.539315

1

41.636127

-87.440843

2

41.678349

-87.508345

Proxy Station Monitors
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Note: There are two proxy station monitors are used for Chicago in February 2011 due to
unavailability of data.
Atlanta contains 4 stations (Missing year 2014)
Original Station Monitors

Latitude

Longitude

1

33.75263

-84.3833

2

33.77933

-84.3958

3

33.80233

-84.4356

4

33.819564

-84.389708

1

33.68797

-84.2905

2

33.90139

-84.2799

Proxy Station Monitors

Note: There are two proxy station monitors are used for Atlanta due to unavailability of
data. The first proxy station monitor is about 10 miles away from the original station
monitors in the list for 2014; the second proxy station monitor is only used for July 2009

Washington D.C. contains 3 stations (Missing year 2014)
Original Station Monitors

Latitude

Longitude

1

38.895572

-76.958072

2

38.897222

-76.952778

38.921847

-77.013178

1

38.804933

-77.126866

2

39.055277

-76.878333

Proxy Station Monitors

Note: There are two proxy station monitors are used for Washington D.C. in 2014 due to
unavailability of data. Each proxy station monitor is about 15 miles away from the first
original station monitor.
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Appendix 5: Information regarding the crime record within 1-mile buffer zone in
different cities

City

Total # of
records

# of records
in at least
one buffer

%

# of records in
more than one
buffers

%

347,233

150,627

44

82,144

55

1,498,467

951,075

63

640,555

67

535,656

302,066

56

221,132

73

402,533

177,107

44

89,867

51

Atlanta

Chicago

Philadelphia

Washington D.C.
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Appendix 6: Two types of crime date comparison between uniform report and SprotCrime for 6 cities
90000

Total Number of Crime

80000
70000
60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0
UCR SC UCR SC UCR SC UCR SC UCR SC UCR SC UCR SC UCR SC UCR SC UCR SC UCR SC UCR SC
Robbery

Burglary

2013

Robbery

Burglary

2012

Robbery

Burglary

Robbery

2011

Burglary

Robbery

2010

Burglary

2009

Robbery

Burglary

2008

Robbery and Burglary from 2008 through 2013
Atlanta

Chicago

Los Angeles

Philadelphia

St. Louis

Washington

Note: When I look at certain types of crime, such as robbery and burglary, in general, UCR has more reports than SpotCrime from
2008 through 2014. Atlanta is slightly higher (2-4% more) in certain years. Philadelphia is about 35% more in 2009 and 2010.
Burglary shows the same pattern. Most of cities record fewer cases than UCR.; Philadelphia is about 33% more in 2009 and 2010.
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Appendix 7: 21 Different Weather Types in GHCN-Daily Database
# of type

Description of the weather type

01

Fog, ice fog, or freezing fog (may include heavy fog)

02

Heavy fog or heaving freezing fog (not always distinguished from fog)

03

Thunder

04

Ice pellets, sleet, snow pellets, or small hail

05

Hail (may include small hail)

06

Glaze or rime

07

Dust, volcanic ash, blowing dust, blowing sand, or blowing obstruction

08

Smoke or haze

09

Blowing or drifting snow

10

Tornado, waterspout, or funnel cloud

11

High or damaging winds

12

Blowing spray

13

Mist

14

Drizzle

15

Freezing drizzle

16

Rain (may include freezing rain, drizzle, and freezing drizzle)

17

Freezing rain

18

Snow, snow pellets, snow grains, or ice crystals

19

Unknown source of precipitation

21

Ground fog

22

Ice fog or freezing fog
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Appendix 8: The results for only active TRI sites in all area by using the 50% containment
method
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Figure 4a. The likelihood of proximity to a TRI site compared with year 1999- March 2000
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Figure 4b. The likelihood of proximity to a TRI site compared with year 1999- March 2000
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Figure 4c. The likelihood of proximity to a TRI site compared with year 1999- March 2000

Note: 1. 50% Containment Logit Model Estimation in First to Third Specification.
2. In this group of estimations, it only focus on the TRI site are currently active.
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Appendix 9: The results for only active TRI sites in urban area by using the 50%
containment method
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Figure 5a. The likelihood of proximity to a TRI site compared with year 1999- March 2000
Urban only
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Figure 5b. The likelihood of proximity to a TRI site compared with year 1999- March 2000
Urban Only
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Figure 5c. The likelihood of proximity to a TRI site compared with year 1999- March 2000
Urban Only

Note: 1. 50% Containment Logit Model Estimation in First to Third Specification.
2. In this group of estimations, it only focus on the TRI site are currently active and Urban
Area which is defined as at least 60% of house are located in the urban cluster in a block group.
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Appendix 10: The results for all TRI sites in all area by using the 50% containment method
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Figure 6a. The likelihood of proximity to a TRI site compared with year 1999- March 2000
Pool All TRIs
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Figure 6b. The likelihood of proximity to a TRI site compared with year 1999- March 2000
Pool All TRIs
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Figure 6c. The likelihood of proximity to a TRI site compared with year 1999- March 2000
Pool All TRIs

Note: 1. 50% Containment Logit Model Estimation in First to Third Specification.
2. In this group of estimations, it focuses on the all TRI sites, including current active,
current inactive and closed.
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